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ABSTRACT
PROVIDING WINDOWS AND MIRRORS: CAN RUBRIC USE ASSIST IN
MULTICULTURAL LITERATURE SELECTION
Kaitlin McCann

The present study seeks to determine whether the use of Wilfong’s rubric for
evaluating multicultural literature improves teacher’s confidence in their selection of this
literature and increases inclusion in their classes. Critical race theory frames this study,
examining the systemic concern of students’ curriculum, specifically their literature, not
reflecting the students in classrooms. This is a problem so deeply engrained in classes in
the United States, that the books read seem common and even teachers who recognize
this as a problem, do not always feel compelled to make updates. A convenience sample
of teachers from grades 6-12 in a suburban school district in the Northeast United States
volunteered to participate in this study. Participants completed a pre- and post- study
questionnaire regarding their comfortability in text selection and read multicultural books
using Wilfong’s rubric to evaluate these texts. Data was coded utilizing Microsoft Word
and Excel including the creation of codes, identification of themes and analysis.
Additionally, books taught in the past two school years and the current school year were
analyzed to determine whether the number of multicultural texts used in their classes
increased following the study. This study is significant because there are academic and
social-emotional benefits to the inclusion of multicultural literature both for students of
color who are able use this literature as a mirror and for students from other cultures who
can use these texts as a window into a culture they have not experienced. Having a tool

that helps improve teacher comfortability, which is a key obstacle cited by teachers, will
eliminate this obstacle and increase inclusion in classroom.

DEDICATION

To all those who spend their time fighting so that
our children and our children’s children
can see both mirrors and windows
and
our world can be a more inclusive place for all.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Background
According to the National Center for Educational Statistics, in 2018, 53% of
students in schools across the United States were minority students, with 27% Hispanic
and 15% African American in addition to many other races represented (NCES, 2020).
This was a sizable shift from only 18 years prior, when 61% of school aged students were
White, with only 16% Hispanic and 17% African American. Additionally, the population
of English language learners has nearly tripled from 1989 to 2009, going from 4.2 million
to 11.2 million school age children (Iwai, 2013). The demographic of the United States as
a whole and the students that are being educated in schools across the country, has
changed, and will continue to change, with the percent of White, non-Hispanic students
expected to drop an additional 5% by the year 2024 (Johnson et al., 2017).
The most crucial components of education, staff and curriculum, have not made
similar shifts. Most of the teaching force remains White, female, and middle class, which
does not represent the diverse backgrounds of students (Suh & Hinton, 2015; Szeci et al.,
2010). Curriculum as a whole and specifically books read in schools remain unchanged
and do not reflect this demographic shift. This lack of representation is problematic as
students must see characters that look like them to validate their racial identity and their
importance in the classes they attend; this ensures they do not feel marginalized (Brinson,
2012; Landt, 2013). Ladson-Billings (2004) noted two primary reasons for this lack of
progress. First, minorities continue to remain grossly underrepresented as characters in
children’s books, making the pool of literature to choose from small (Braden &
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Rodriguez, 2016). Second, teachers do not feel equipped to evaluate and select
multicultural texts.
Out of the need for diverse representation in literature came Bishop’s (1990) idea
of texts being used as mirrors, windows and sliding glass doors. Bishop said that all
children need to be exposed to many different texts, including those that they can relate to
and those that are much different than their lived experience. Mirror texts are “those that
reflect and expand upon the culture of the child reading the book” (Brinson, 2012, p. 2).
These texts present a mirror to students that allow them to see themselves in the text,
which is important for their identity and self-concept (Suh & Hinton, 2015). Additionally,
students are more invested in reading a text when they can relate to the characters or
concepts in the book (Osorio, 2018). Students who do not experience mirror texts in their
classrooms can become disinterested and less successful in class (Osorio, 2018). The
benefits of mirror texts are plentiful and include helping students to make connections
with characters and their environment and feel more motivated to read (Brinson, 2012;
Glazier & Seo, 2005; Wilfong, 2007).
These books also serve as a window text for students from other cultural
backgrounds, allowing them to learn how other people live and gain a glimpse into what
others experience (Watson, 1998). This allows students to develop respect and positive
attitudes towards other cultures (Wilkins & Gamble, 1998). Window texts are those that
show a character who lives in a different place or is from a different culture than the
reader. These texts help students hear a different perspective, learn about a different
lifestyle or see characters make choices different from those they make in their own life;
they allow children to realize that others’ world experience may be different from their
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own. These books are crucial for helping students learn about diversity, especially if they
live in a place where they have not experienced other cultures (Iwai, 2013). Sliding glass
door texts are like window texts in that they show students a different culture or way of
life. These texts allow students to feel like they are experiencing another culture in
addition to just seeing it (Iwai, 2013).
Despite these benefits, teachers continue to fall short when selecting books to read
in their classes and text selection does not mirror the population of the students in most
schools (Dong, 2005; Mongillo & Holland, 2016). The question is why? Why are well
meaning teachers not making these changes to support their students? In addition to a
lack of appropriate text to reflect the country’s diverse population, there is an additional
compounding concern. Most of the teaching force continues to be predominantly White
and middle class (de Brey et al., 2019; Suh & Hinton, 2015). Most teachers are familiar
with the texts they are currently teaching, that mimic those they read growing up or that
have characters who mirror them (Stallworth et al., 2006). Most pre-service and current
teachers surveyed do not feel trained to teach literature from other cultures (Suh &
Hinton, 2015). Additionally, teachers have self-reported a deficit in knowledge of
multicultural literature and materials that could be incorporated into their classes (Iwai,
2017). This has led to multicultural literature not being brought into classrooms and the
challenges noted above to perpetuate for far too long. Commingled with this, is that
although some teachers are willing to choose multicultural literature, many lack the
knowledge to determine which literature to pick or even what is out there that might
benefit students (Athanases, 2006).
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Pre-service teachers have become a focus for training surrounding multicultural
literature (Haddix & Price-Dennis, 2013; Sleeter, 2018). Alismail (2016) notes that
ensuring pre-service teachers are adequately trained to work with a diverse body of
students and to make updates to curriculum is crucial because adequate training of these
individuals will lead to a stronger teacher workforce for the future. In recent years, preservice teachers have received exposure to multicultural literature as part of their initial
teacher training, which can then be applied to their future students (Shannon-Baker,
2018). Wake and Modla (2008), collegiate level literacy professors, completed a study of
pre-teachers’ perceptions of multicultural literature. Their findings asserted that both preservice and in-service teachers must incorporate children’s literature that is diverse. They
used strategies such as introducing those in their class to picture books to help build
comfortability in the topics discussed before moving onto more complex literature.
Additionally, many researchers have begun to focus on the mindsets of preservice
teachers and training them in the use of multicultural texts, so there is a growing body of
research in this area (Haddix & Price-Dennis, 2013; Szecsi et al., 2010; Wake & Modla,
2008; Wolf et al., 1999). There is a strong presence in pre-service classrooms outside just
the realm of literature as well as. Many teacher preparation programs now focus on
supporting multicultural education, social justice, and strategies for working with diverse
populations of students (Carter-Andrews et al., 2021; Higgs et al., 2021). Therefore, new
teachers will not only be more prepared to teach the literature but are also being provided
with tools to better support all students and create more inclusive classroom spaces.
There is also a growing body of research on in-service teachers and their
experience with culturally responsive teaching, multicultural education and a changing
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demographic in their classrooms. Zorba (2020) studied how these practices have
supported students in Turkey in their English classes. However, teachers in this study
noted a lack of training and an overall feeling of being underprepared to work with
diverse students. Morse (2016) found sixteen studies completed about teaching
multicultural literature including the selection of MCL, the implementation and the way
that this literature was used within the classroom (as primary or supplementary text).
None of these studies focused on providing professional development or providing
resources to support these in-service teachers. Stallworth et al., (2011) completed a study
on the integration of multicultural literature into English classrooms, which showed that
teachers had a level of confusion about how to do this adequately and had not received
the training to remedy this confusion. The study results included a suggestion to provide
teachers with additional professional development on multicultural literature based on
their results, noting that this is an area that is lacking (Stallworth et al., 2011; Athaneses,
2006).
Two studies were found where in-service teachers were provided with training
around diversity and the inclusion of MCL, which had positive results. Pourdavood and
Yan (2020) completed a study with 12 in-service teachers around their beliefs on
multicultural education and current teaching practices. Pourdavood et al. (2020) noted
that educators must be aware of the changing demographic of students in the United
States and update their curriculum to reflect this diversity. Pourdavood et al. (2020)
believed teacher training around diversity was lacking and provided a diversity training
course to teachers to determine how such a class would impact teacher perspectives. The
course allowed teachers to reflect on this training and many noted a change in their
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perception around multicultural learners as well as a desire to update the instruction
occurring in their classrooms. However, many in-service teachers are not receiving this
level of training once they have left their university training programs and entered the
workforce.
Dong (2005) had positive results when studying the ways current English teachers
in New York City experienced multicultural literature. After participating in a course and
receiving instruction and support with employing MCL, teachers reported selftransformations including realizing their own ignorance with multicultural literature
which allowed for constructive conversations with colleagues. This study, unlike others,
shows that providing support for teachers can positively impact their ability to utilize
MCL.
Although the breadth of studies found shows that there is a growing body of
research, this audit also shows a gap in the research. There is little information around the
training in-service teachers are receiving to be successful with MCL in their classroom
or, possibly, this training is not occurring with the majority of in-service teachers.
This lack of training and support poses a dilemma for teachers who are being
tasked with changing their curriculum. These teachers must read and evaluate texts to
determine their value prior to including them in the curriculum; they must be
hypercritical of the portrayal of characters through the lens of race, oftentimes with no
experience doing so (Solozano, 1997). Currently, over 70% of the children and young
adult books published in 2019 contained White main characters (CCBC, 2020) Out of the
remaining 30% of characters, not all are portrayed positively. Some books created have
solely changed the color of a character’s skin, but not included any cultural components
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of this character’s race into the story or have only included Black, Indigenous, People of
Color (BIPOC) characters in stereotypical supporting roles. Those with pictures may
depict all Hispanic characters with the “Latin look” of dark skin and hair, instead of
providing a more varied depiction. All these concerns reinforce harmful misconceptions
both for children of color and white children (Banks, 2009; Naidoo, 2008; Salem, 2021;
Solozano, 1997).
Ultimately, all books must be evaluated to determine if they are strong works of
literature but having criteria for teachers to use when selecting multicultural text may
provide support and encourage teachers in undertaking this task. Additionally, teachers
must defend the inclusion of these newly introduced texts into the literary canon and their
specific courses while also removing other texts which have been read for years as they
propose these changes to administrators, the board of education or the community at
large, which is often another hurdle, and one that can be just as daunting for teachers as
the actual evaluation of materials (Wilkins & Gamble, 1998).
Consequently, most teachers maintain the status quo meaning even more students
will never see characters who look like themselves in the books they read or read
multicultural authors’ works (Nieto, 2004). This is detrimental to students of all races and
cultural backgrounds as they are deprived the ability to see themselves in the literature or
learn about other cultures from characters whose backgrounds differ from their own.
This lack of support for in-service teachers is a gap in the research. Based on the
present body of research, many have studied teachers use of multicultural educational
practices in the classroom as well as teachers’ perceptions of multicultural literature.
However, far less have studied specific methods utilized to support in-service teachers in
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making changes to their classrooms to support the addition of multicultural literature. The
present study plans to fill this gap by looking at how the use of a simple rubric may
support teachers in selecting multicultural literature to employ in their classrooms.
Positionality
As a white female educator, I am from the same demographic as many of those
instructing in schools. Growing up, I read many of the same canonical texts listed in this
study and was not exposed to multicultural literature throughout my K-12 education.
When I began working in an urban setting, with predominantly African American and
Latino students, I noticed that the curriculum included diverse texts, which allowed
students to experience a variety of cultures. I was not a reading teacher and therefore did
not teach these texts. However, it was through this previous experience that I gained a
greater appreciation for the need for window and mirrors texts. Specifically, the need for
students to have books with diverse characters and experiences that could be discussed
and help all students become more aware of the world around them. In my current school
district, where this study was completed, I saw a lack of these diverse texts and felt it
imperative to understand this disparity in texts. However, my position as a white female
impacted my viewpoints as a researcher and my presentation of this study to participants.
Purpose of the Study
As schools shift to include components of multicultural education, literature can
serve as one tool to incorporate a richer discussion of culture and move beyond the
surface level celebrations and meals, which many schools typically employ (Bieger,
1995; Howlett et al., 2017). A critical step in creating much needed diversification of
literature in schools is providing teachers with a tool to assist in the evaluation and
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selection of multicultural literature. Having a framework for evaluating these texts
supports teachers in selecting new, and possibly lesser-known texts to add to the
curriculum, as this can serve as justification to stakeholders (Wilkins & Gamble, 1998).
Some authors provide a list of ideas or a brief set of questions with no real gauge on the
quality of the book (Christ& Sharma, 2018; Hinton, 2006). Others, such as Landt (2013)
and Watson (2019) ha ve developed a more extensive list of questions to be used;
however, these provide a mental framework but not a way to quantify the text as a strong
choice or determine a more definitive answer to teachers searching for just that. Although
many rubrics have been developed, most lack the structure and depth that it seems
teachers would want or need to make these selections. Conversely, Lori Wilfong’s (2007)
rubric is a tool which may provide teachers with a more concrete set of steps to utilize
when selecting multicultural literature (discussed more below) a nd this study will
determine if this tool can be a much-needed step in supporting teachers in multicultural
text selection.
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Figure 1 Wilfong’s Rubric
Wilfong (2007) draws on many definitions and components of multicultural literature
including recognizing human differences and showing respect for many different
cultures and backgrounds. The rubric analyzes component of a book’s authority and
authenticity, which can allow a book to highlight this respect for differences in a strong
multicultural work or can fall short. Books can score from 1-3 in each category,
10

with three being a work that meets the criteria as exemplary. The goal of the rubric is for
teachers to use the criteria to score a multicultural text to determine its strengths and
whether it would be a good candidate for use in their class by looking at the view of the
author and portrayal of the characters.
The book’s authority is based on the cultural background and research of the
author. A book written by a person from the culture depicted scores a 3 on the rubric,
while a novel that is not written by an author from the cultural background, but still
showing understanding of the culture can score a two, and a novel with many cultural
inaccuracies scoring a one.
Under authenticity, there are five subcategories including characterization,
citations or acknowledgements, setting, style and theme. For characterization, Wilfong
(2007) expects a work to score a 3 if the characters are believable and there are not
stereotypical qualities emphasized throughout the work. Despite providing more structure
than previous rubrics, the reader must still interpret the story and the information
contained in the work to garner a score- is the setting believable or does it feel unnatural
for the characters? Does the dialogue in the book positively portray characters of varying
backgrounds or are all characters created to exploit the most negative stereotypes of a
cultural background? These areas are important, and open for interpretation on the part of
the reader.
After developing the rubric, Wilfong (2007) used her rubric to score books and
created a database of these scores. Although knowing a score of a book is helpful to
teachers, it seems that allowing them to score a large number of books on this rubric
would be even more helpful as they could interact with the text using a framework and
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not be constricted by a finite book list. Additionally, if teachers can use the rubric to
increase their comfortability with evaluating multicultural text, this may reduce a barrier
to using these texts in their classroom.
Presently, few researchers (Massaro, 2020) have studied the effectiveness in using
Wilfong’s rubric to evaluate multicultural text and none have shown the potential benefits
to teachers’ confidence because of its use. Wilfong has utilized her rubric to evaluate
some texts and has posted examples for teachers to use, however, allowing teachers to
complete this process themselves may provide confidence in the process and stronger
familiarity with the text. In studies, most teachers stated they were not comfortable
teaching books with minority characters because they were not minorities and felt they
had not received enough training to include multicultural texts in their classroom (Iwai,
2013). Although Wilfong’s rubric will not aid in providing additional training, it will
allow teachers to critically analyze a multicultural text with a set of criteria and determine
the book’s value as a multicultural book and may allow them to gain greater confidence
in this selection process. This study seeks to determine the benefit of the use of this
simple, prescribed rubric to assist in the selection of multicultural texts to teach in their
classes.
Theoretical/Conceptual Framework
The theory used to frame the present study is critical race theory (CRT), which
notes that race and racism is pervasive and normalized in our culture, including our
education system (Ladson- Billings & Tate, 1995). Although CRT initially began as a
framework used in law, it has rapidly spread to many other disciplines, including
education where theorists use CRT to understand consequences, student achievement and
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curriculum (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017; Dixson et al., 2018). “Critical race theory sees
the official school curriculum as a culturally specific artifact designed to maintain a
White supremacist master script (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p.18). Ladson-Billings (1998)
posits that the concept of race is a fixed part of society which is often included in systems
but hidden because it is so deeply engrained; race and racism have become normalized.
Because of this, critical race theory (CRT) is crucial in the present society as it demands
researchers and educators look more critically at systems that exist and determine how to
deconstruct these systems to create a more just society (Ledesma et al., 2014).
It is crucial that educators consistently balance the students’ academic needs
while also ensuring they focus on facets of their lives and how to support them as people.
It is from this crucial dichotomy that the need for critical race theory emerges- finding the
intersection in the literature between the books selected and the lives and experiences of
the students who are reading them. CRT pushes the educator to see and address needs and
to critically question the parts of the school system that may stand in the way of doing so.
However, educators consistently fall short with meeting these needs for students of color;
the present educational system does not include enough opportunities for minority
students to see themselves in the literature they read (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995).
Critical race theory focuses on the use of storytelling as a means for individuals to
share their backgrounds and experiences and the presentation of counternarratives to
combat the stories told by the dominant culture (Dixson et al., 2018). Ladson-Billings
(1998) stresses the need for hypervigilance when evaluating the curriculum in a school,
noting that minority voices are often silenced as the White, dominant culture is placed at
the forefront. Counternarratives are crucial for ensuring that minority voices are heard.
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As educators reflect on the facets of schools that may have normalized racist components,
they must look to the very stories that schools place value in and those which are
excluded from the curriculum. Who gets to tell their story? What stories are seldom told?
Do the stories that gain inclusion mirror the lived experiences of the racial and cultural
worlds they portray? As noted previously, this is generally White authors and White
characters.
The normalcy that has been created around racism in our country and the
educational system makes it that much more challenging to identify and to determine
how to make changes. This has led to only the most blatant racist systems and concepts to
be challenged, thereby continuing to marginalize minorities in schools. Maintaining these
current literary selections may be veiled in the idea that these books are classics and have
been part of the literary canon for many years. The perpetuating of a broken system
cannot remain the paramount rationale for their inclusion. However, it is not enough for
teachers to acknowledge that the system is broken. They must also develop a means to
shatter the current systems, placing new, more equitable systems in their wake. To
combat this, teachers must incorporate non-White voices into their teaching and students
must see characters who resemble their appearance and culture in the literature they are
reading to provide a more equitable education system (Solorzano, 1997).
The present study looked at curriculum in a middle and high school, one of the
facets of a school that may seem normal and standard, and thus, more challenging to
evaluate and overhaul. However, the curriculum speaks directly to the priorities of the
school and for most, this does not include the voices or cultures of minority students.
This study sought to gain a better understanding of ways teachers can be supported in
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choosing MCL and include it in their teaching, which is one way to deconstruct this
systemic racism (Scullin, 2020). Teachers reported they are hesitant to use multicultural
literature in the classroom because of a lack of training in how to choose this literature
and a feeling that they would not do this well (Landt, 2013). By providing a tool to
support teachers in doing so, this allowed for one less obstacle in the path of creating
curricular equity.
Critical race theory framed this study as a way to determine if providing a tool,
specifically Wilfong’s (2007) rubric, increased teacher confidence in choosing
multicultural texts and allowed greater inclusivity of multicultural texts into actual
classrooms, thereby making progress toward a more equitable school with less systemic
racism occurring in the selection of literature.
Significance/ Importance of the Study
Many researchers have agreed on the importance of including multicultural
literature in schools (Brinson, 2012; Iwai, 2013; Johnson et al., 2017; Stallworth et al.,
2006) for reasons of inclusion, gaining diverse perspectives and ensuring students can see
themselves in the literature they read (Monobe, 2016). However, despite this agreement,
the inclusion of multicultural literature, as noted previously, has not seen an increase.
The demographic of the country has changed dramatically in the past twenty years
where over 50% of students are minorities, including 27% Hispanic students and 15%
African American students (NCES, 2020). This shift, combined with a population of
English language learners that has nearly tripled in the past thirty years and a prediction
that the minority population in the United States will continue to increase in the future,
means that the country and schools look very different than even fifty years ago.
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However, classroom texts have largely remained the same, with most books being written
by White authors about White characters (Iwai, 2013). Our teachers remain largely White
and female, and therefore, may be at a disadvantage in selecting multicultural texts as the
experiences of the characters are not the lived experience of the teacher (Cai, 2002).
Teachers have consistently reported their hesitations and concerns about selecting
and utilizing multicultural literature, but the educational system continues to leave these
concerns unaddressed. Presently, pre-service teachers are receiving support in learning
about multicultural literature at many colleges and universities, but current teachers are
not (Iwai, 2013). The present study is a crucial next step in providing current teachers
with additional support to select multicultural literature. If teachers can feel more
confident when selecting literature by using a single rubric, this would allow teachers and
schools to utilize more diverse literature. As discussed previously, this would prove
beneficial to all students as this would provide mirrors and windows into different
cultures and show students that many cultures are valued and represented in the literature
of schools.
Research Questions
This present study utilized a qualitative design to collect and analyze data using
questionnaires and document collection and analysis. This research study was guided by
the following research questions:
1.

To what extent does the use of a rubric for evaluating the strength

of multicultural books allow teachers to feel more comfortable when selecting
culturally relevant texts?
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This question was studied using questionnaires completed by teachers
participating in the study. Previous research showed that teachers are uncomfortable with
choosing multicultural literature and this was one of the barriers that has caused there to
be minimal MCL included in courses (Iwai, 2013; Mongillo et al., 2016). After using
Wilfong’s rubric to evaluate multicultural literature, it was crucial to determine teachers’
perception around the use of multicultural literature and look for changes in their
comfortability.
2.

To what extent does the use of a rubric for evaluating multicultural

literature increase the use of MCL included in secondary school classrooms?
This question was answered using the collection and comparison of lesson plans
to determine the likelihood of a change in texts incorporated into classes. This portion of
the research was crucial and done with a small subset of English teachers. Ultimately,
feeling more confident with reading and selecting literature is not enough to create a
change in schools; MCL must actually be included in classes. Therefore, the second
research question looked at the level of inclusion of these books in currently running
English courses.
Definition of Terms
Multicultural Literature
Multicultural literature is defined in several ways and this definition has changed
over time. The full scope of these definitions is included in the Literature Review,
however for the purposes of this study, multicultural literature will be defined as
literature focused on people of color and the cultural, sociopolitical and economic
challenges these individuals face (Yokota, 2001).
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Multicultural education
Multicultural education is an approach to integrating schools to include materials,
stories, and curriculum that represent the racial and cultural backgrounds of the students
(Ortiz, 2012). Multicultural literature is one specific tool utilized by educators to promote
multicultural education in schools.
BIPOC
An acronym meaning Black, Indigenous and People of Color.
Culturally Responsive Teaching/Education
Utilizing the experiences and perceptions of the diverse student body to better
teach students. Students are more engaged when they can draw on prior knowledge and
lived experiences (Gay, 2002). Hammond (2020) outlines the differences between
Culturally Responsive Education and Multicultural Education below in Figure 2.
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy
This is a theoretical model of teaching that encourages teachers to acknowledge
the cultural identity of their students’ and use avenues to support their academic success
while also helping students to acknowledge their cultural identity and develop a critical
perspective of the challenges within the current educational system (Ladson-Billings,
1995).
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Figure 2
Hammond’s Distinctions of Equity Chart
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Theoretical Framework
Critical race theory, the framework for this study, was adapted from previous
legal scholars and applied to the field of education back in 1995 by Ladson-Billings and
Tate and since this time has been applied to a large body of research (Dixson &
Rousseau, 2017; Huber, 2008). From this theory has grown many proposed
methodologies which have helped researchers frame studies and determine the best
method to use when collecting data on forms of oppression in educational settings.
Critical Race Theory has three major components which make it the ideal framework for
this study. First, it explores the notion of systemic racism in schools and the systems that
operate in schools. Second, CRT believes counternarratives and storytelling are a way to
allow for marginalized voices in classrooms, which ties directly into the need for
multicultural literature in our classrooms. Finally, CRT pushes researchers to move
beyond data collection alone and to use the data collected as a catalyst for action in
school.
CRT has been used to examine schools, their curriculum, and school staff’s
beliefs regarding education (Lynn et al., 2006). Some of the topics scholars have studied
in schools utilizing CRT include the structure of standardized testing, math teaching and
school curriculum (Kohli, 2008; Ledesma et al., 2014; Lynn et al., 2006). CRT pushes
researchers to move past the idea that the “normal” practices in a school are fair practices
and instead to analyze facets of the everyday fabric of the school to determine areas that
are biased and must be changed. School curriculum is a crucial component of schools as
it outlines what teachers are expected to teach to students. Therefore, the importance of
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the curriculum being fair and inclusive cannot be understated. Jay (2003) noted that the
curriculum, instead of allowing for progressive changes to be more diverse and inclusive,
often has the inverse effect. Instead, curriculum continues to force teachers to read the
same books and use the same materials which limits teachers’ ability to make real
changes to better reflect the children in their classrooms.
In addition to curriculum, staff beliefs and mindsets are also a crucial part of
schools that may be accepted as a normal part of the education system, when, instead,
they must be studied for potential bias. Rousseau et al. (2003) studied high school
mathematics teachers through the lens of CRT to determine their mindsets around student
achievement and equity. The teachers in the study believed that classroom equity was
achieved by treating all students equally. As Black students in their study continued to
achieve lower scores academically, teachers were unable to answer why the Black
students were scoring lower, and deflected questions on how race may have played a part
in this achievement. They did not take action to make updates to their curriculum or make
alterations to daily lessons be more inclusive. These teachers, just like many others,
seemed to be unaware of the dynamic created in their classroom by their inattention or all
out lack of action around race (Rousseau & Tate, 2003). By choosing not to update
curricular materials or practices to better support low student achievement, these teachers
perpetuated and even normalized that a subset of students just performs more poorly.
While Rousseau et al. (2003) emphasize the importance of this study to the math
community, it is crucial to the middle and high school English community as well. In
English classrooms, teachers have also maintained the curriculum and the traditional
books in the canon, instead of focusing on updating the curriculum to make it more
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inclusive for all learners, despite a large body of research (discussed later) that shows this
is negatively impacting student achievement (Solorzano, 1997). Critical Race Theory
framed this study as I looked at the beliefs of current school staff and the current
curriculum utilized in one school district.
One of the most widely used methods CRT is the use of storytelling and the
inclusion of counternarratives (Huber, 2008). Love (2004) noted that the majority or
dominant group writes stories that reflect their beliefs and justify their actions. These are
used to create a narrative that maintains their privilege and which most accept as fact.
Additionally, these stories often present the minority group in a negative or inferior light.
If only the majoritarian group stories are told, there is no ability for minority groups to
refute this information or provide a counternarrative to that presented. The stories
currently included in our schools are those of the dominant group and provide their
desired perception of their race and the characters and themes the dominant group
chooses to portray (Dixson et al., 2018)
Critical Race Theory notes the importance of the counternarrative and the overall
use of storytelling. Solorzano et al. (2001) outlined several basic principles of
counterstorying which directly align with the concepts of windows and mirrors. They
note that counterstories can be used to tell the experiences of those that are often left
voiceless, while also helping to challenge the stories of those in power. Counterstories
“open new windows into the reality of those on the margins of society by showing the
possibilities beyond the ones they live and to show that they are not alone in their
position” (Huber, 2008, p.167). Counterstories empower those from marginalized groups
to provide their unique story as a valuable part of history (Mensah, 2019). Like books,
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which can create a window for students to see other cultures, these counterstories move
beyond these fictional accounts to show real people who may be having experiences
unlike their own and add validity to these experiences. This helps with areas like
combating stereotypes or creating new understanding of groups based on these stories.
For example, Howard (2008) used the lived experiences of ten middle and high school
African American males to provide a counternarrative to the stereotypically negative
perceptions of this group. The stories of these individuals countered the majoritarian
narrative that all African American males are prone to violence and are unmotivated.
Composite counterstories are also helpful tool in reshaping the narratives previously
created. For example, a researcher may collect data on a large subset of real individuals,
then pull their experiences in to create fictionalized characters that incorporate the traits
and lived experiences of the real individuals (Dixson et al., 2018). The examples above of
counterstories and composite counterstories present two ways for authors to introduce
into the literature stories of the non-majority group and expose and provide those
windows for those in the dominant group to see into the lived experiences of others,
while also allowing marginalized groups to see characters who resemble themselves
(Matias, 2013).
Finally, from its inception in education, researchers have examined how CRT can
move beyond purely being used to complete research, but instead can be used as a
catalyst for change in schools (Lynn, et al., 2006). This began with the works of LadsonBillings back in 1998 and has been advanced by the work of Lynn and Parker in 2002,
who encouraged scholars to move beyond data to action. Dixson et al.,(2018) in their
review of CRT in education, continued to push researchers stating “our most important
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recommendation is for us to collectively seek to ensure that CRT becomes more than an
intellectual movement(p.129).”
On the pathway to creating actionable change, there will likely be dissent from the
community or dominant group. In 2013, Pollack and Zirkel completed a study to look at
change efforts made in schools and how the CRT framework could serve as a roadmap
for leaders looking to make these changes. The school structure that the study looked to
update was the scheduling of science classes and labs. The researchers recognized that
the largest challenge in creating systemic changes, especially those rooted in racial
inequity, is opposition from powerful stakeholders. Scholars (Ladson-Billings, 1995;
Oakes, 2005) have noted resistance that may occur from these individuals out of a desire
to protect the current system that they are benefitting from. While these roadblocks may
exist (some are noted later in the surveys and interviews that were conducted in this
study), it is crucial to focus on the importance of action and the positive outcomes that
occur when our schools become a more equitable place for students.
The present study sought to remove a barrier that could stand in the way of
change or cause hesitation instead of action. Teachers noted a concern with how to select
multicultural literature and a desire for more support and direction (Brinson, 2012). If the
present study shows that rubric use increases teacher comfortability in the selection of
MCL, this could allow teachers and schools to be more confident in the inclusion of MCL
in their classroom.
Review of Related Literature
This review will begin with a brief timeline of the history of multicultural
education and the many movements that preceded its birth as well as the role of
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multicultural literature in this history. Then, I will review the four main components to
the literature surrounding multicultural literature. First, is the definition of multicultural
literature, something that has been widely defined, but generally not agreed upon. Next is
the need for multicultural literature and rationales put forth for its inclusion in schools.
The third component is the perception of pre-service and current teachers around the
inclusion of multicultural literature in their classrooms. The final component is the use of
rubrics, questions and guidance that authors have created to help teachers employ
multicultural literature in their classrooms.
The History of Multicultural Education
Inequality and systemic racism in the United States is not a new concept. Over
100 years ago, W.E.B. Dubois noted conflicts among racial groups as a key challenge of
the 20th century (Ladson-Billings, 2004; Pine & Hillard, 1990).
In the 1950’s, the Civil Rights and Feminist Movements brought about countless
initiatives aimed at creating equity in the systems in the United States that were racially
unequal; the education system was one such area of focus (Cai, 2002). Specifically, the
movement identified the processes occurring in schools and the content being taught to
students as two primary areas of focus as there was little progress in these areas (Sleeter
& Grant, 1987). In the 1960s and 1970s multicultural literature began to develop and
evolve, creating more materials and shifting a focus to their inclusion in schools. The
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 helped create programs for low
income and minority students and when it was reauthorized in 1972, there was an effort
made to further address the need for multicultural education. Despite these shifts, many
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schools continued to maintain the current educational materials which were written by
White authors and contain largely White characters (Morrell & Morrell, 2012).
Although some progress was made, in the 1980’s, the traction that was gained for
multicultural education was stalled as some, not in favor of the movement, proposed an
insipid version of a multicultural curriculum be included in schools (Grant & Chapman,
2008). This would change by the 1990s as educational equity became a more central
focus. The previously defined concepts of multicultural education began to evolve and
expand, and it seemed there was progress being made.
However, despite additional focus being placed on multicultural literature, this did
not mean that all new books made progress. Many of the books created back in the midtwentieth century showed African Americans as compliant and Whites as powerful,
Native Americans as fighters who were uncivilized or Hispanics as subservient, only
including them as characters who completed chores in the home of a White character
(Wilkins & Gamble, 1998). One specific example that is cited regularly is the book The
Snowy Day (1962) by Jack Keats, which previously was considered a positive book for
inclusion in schools as the cover portrayed a Black boy experiencing a snow day.
Although the character was shown in a positive light, unlike many other books with
Black characters being produced at that time, there were discussions about the
authenticity of the cultural experiences the character in the book experienced and how the
portrayal of characters can either help or hinder children’s learning about culture. In
Keats’ book, critics believed there were few, if any, cultural markers that help define the
character’s cultural experience, which made its value in curriculum heavily debated and
generally considered detrimental (Gopalkrishnan, 2011). Knots on a Counting Rope,
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similarly, was written by White authors who claim the book is about American Indians,
but is inauthentic in its representation (Gangi et al., 2006).
The problem of negative representation of minority characters in books was not
solely in these books. In the decade when The Snowy Day (Keats, 1962) was published, a
survey was done on the number of African American characters in texts and found only
47 out of the 349 books studied included an African American character. However, the
majority of these characters were in support roles, such as a housekeeper or a gardener,
while the main characters were frequently White (Solozano, 1997). As Wilkins and
Gamble (1998) noted, nearly all cultures were portrayed during that time in negative and
stereotypical roles, infrequently seeing a strong minority character or one that had a
problem they were able to remedy on their own. Instead, even books that allowed for a
minority character to take a leading role in the story, often needed a White character to
save them from a problem they couldn’t handle on their own or showed pictures of
characters with stereotypically negative features.
In 1994, the Cooperative Children’s Book Center, located at the University of
Madison began compiling statistics on the race of the authors and main characters of
every book they received from the publishers they work with. These publishers, while not
exhaustive, include all the major publishers and many mid-level and small publishing
companies. In 1994-1995, after years of stagnation, the CCBC noted that there was
growth in these metrics, including more main characters of color in books and being
written by more Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) authors. Nevertheless,
in 2019 this progress still only equated to 12% of the books published including African
American main characters, and only 8% including Asian main characters, with all other
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groups represented in a lower percentage. Overall, all books with BIPOC main characters
fell just short of 30% of all main characters in children’s and young adult books.
Based on these statistics, it is evident that despite this 90-year timeline, the
progress around MCL is not sufficient. In 2022, educators continue to send the message
that some cultures are more valuable than others, as schools continue to deliver a
monocultural education to students, basing curriculum and systems on the White,
dominant culture and generally excluding the stories and cultures of other racial and
ethnic groups (Pine & Hillard, 1990). Despite a long history to make changes to the
educational system, most schools do not include literature that is multicultural or reflects
students in classrooms; this remains an issue of paramount importance.
Definition of Multicultural Literature
There is no one single definition that has been agreed upon for what multicultural
literature means (Slamet, 2016). One of the most prevalent definitions of multicultural
literature is literature about people of color (Cai, 2002). Although Cai (2002) defines
multicultural literature being about works that highlight different societies, he mainly
focuses on this concept of people of color (Slamet, 2016). Lindgren (1991) defines
multicultural literature as literature written about non-mainstream cultures and about
people from different socio-economic backgrounds (Bista, 2012). Harris (1992) extends
this definition beyond race to other minority groups including the disabled and gay and
lesbian individuals. Nieto (2000) steers away from using the term multicultural literature
and instead uses the term multicultural education, to describe the entire process of
providing education for all students. Nieto (2000) notes that multicultural education
includes all groups who are discriminated against and names similar minority groups to
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those named by Harris including those formed by race, religion, economic and gender
groups. However, in Yokota’s book Kaleidoscope, he takes a narrower definition to
solely focus on people of color and the cultural, sociopolitical and economic challenges
these individuals face. Yokota (2001) notes that multicultural literature has many
definitions, which initially was largely about people of color and has, more recently,
come to include many other groups who have not traditionally been part of the
mainstream. For the purposes of this study, multicultural literature is defined as literature
focused on people of color and the cultural, sociopolitical and economic challenges these
individuals face (Yokota, 2001).
There has been confusion with the terms culturally relevant pedagogy, culturally
responsive teaching, Multicultural education and how multicultural literature fits into
these spaces (Young, 2010). Multicultural education began in the 1960’s and 1970’s
following the legislation and subsequent movement to desegregate schools. Multicultural
education began as a way to integrate programs and services in schools to better suit
students from all racial and cultural backgrounds (Ortiz, 2012). Since the 1960’s the
focus of multicultural education has shifted from school desegregation and requesting
more inclusive materials to instead finding ways to help students focus on their own
culture and share components of their culture with the larger school community. Some
schools take a superficial approach by celebrating holidays or highlighting a small subset
of famous people from a given culture. However, others have taken a more inclusive
approach, making changes to the curriculum in the school to encompass multiple stories
from various cultures. Multicultural literature has been used in these classrooms as a
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means to experience another culture and create emotional connections through stories
(Bieger, 1995).
In the 1990’s came the new movement for culturally relevant education, which
built on the concept of multicultural education, but included school wide system and
administrative components of schools as areas of focus in addition to the classroom
practices and curriculum focused on previously. During this time, Gloria Ladson-Billings
and Geneva Gay would emerge with two distinct components of this movement that
would alter the educational landscape: culturally responsive teaching and culturally
relevant pedagogy (Aronson et al., 2016).
Gloria Ladson-Billings (1995) became a leader in the concept of culturally
relevant pedagogy which took a global approach to developing all aspects of a student
(social, emotional, intellectual) using a multifaceted methodology for supporting students
culturally. Ladson-Billings (1995) believed all teaching must empower students to
challenge what is taught in schools and the inequities that exist. She believed that all
cultures should be taught in classes and teachers should know their students, build
relationships with their students, and affirm students’ cultural identities. Ladson-Billings
(1995) believed that one of her primary focuses must be to help teachers, who are mainly
White women, see examples of how to use culturally relevant pedagogy in their
classrooms. Multicultural literature is one vehicle to do so, as it allows for the affirmation
of student’s identities as students of color see characters who resemble them and who are
strong, confident, and overcome challenges (Young, 2010). It is crucial that schools
continue to employ the concepts created by Ladson-Billings and improve systems that
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allow teachers to make these shifts. The incorporation of a rubric could be one such
support.
After learning about the concepts of Ladson-Billings (1995), Geneva Gay (2013)
began to develop specific methods of teaching which teachers could employ in a
classroom to drive these changes and became a leader in the concept of culturally
responsive teaching. She focused on the need to include cultural knowledge of students
while teaching them and pushed for the use of prior experiences from students to build
understanding. Gay (2013) believed that validating students’ home experiences and
culture could help to make lessons more effective for them. Although initial work by Gay
(1980) focused mainly on culturally responsive teaching as it pertained to curriculum,
this has shifted to include teacher methods employed, materials used, and inclusion of
students’ values and home language when educating students (Aronson et al., 2016;
Cunningham, 2001).
The Need to Include Multicultural Literature in Schools
The inclusion of multicultural literature is crucial because all children must see
characters like them in the literature they read in school (Brinson, 2012). Many scholars
have noted the crucial role that characters play in shaping a narrative and holding a story
together, and characters are the way that most readers feel personal connections in their
reading (Johnson, et al., 2017). Characters provide the reader with a way to better
understand the components of a story such as the theme and to use their imagination to
understand parts of the world that they might not have experienced themselves.
With characters playing such a crucial role in most books students read in school,
it is important to look at the percentage of characters of various cultures within books. In
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2016, only 21.6% of books published contained characters that were people of color, a
large difference from the much higher percentage of students of color who attend class
each day (Johnson, et al., 2017). Bishop (1990) coined the term mirror text to note a text
whose characters mirror the individuals reading them, either physically, emotionally or
culturally. Simply put, mirror texts motivate more children to read. While mirror texts are
extremely helpful for those who see themselves in the characters in the book, these texts
can also be helpful for students who do not resemble the characters as they provide
windows for other students. These windows afford students from other cultures an
opportunity to see the lived experiences of characters from different cultures and gain an
understanding of the way their lives may be different (Christ et al., 2018). These window
texts may offer the opportunity for a reader to use their imagination in thinking about
another person’s lived experience and to challenge their own views of the world and how
people live. Some mirrors texts may be challenging for readers, especially if they struggle
to find a connection to the characters and scenarios in the text. This lack of connection
can be off-putting so teachers must be aware and ensure they are engaging all students in
the text, regardless of what purpose it serves to the reader (Flake, 2007).
A final category of text defined by Bishop (1990) is sliding glass doors, which are
texts that not only allow readers to see the experience of the culture described, but to step
into their reality, using their imagination to feel like they are experiencing the life and
emotions that the characters are experiencing. Sliding glass door books can be especially
empowering for a reader and may motivate them to act and make changes, based on what
they experience in their reading (Johnson, et al., 2018). Sometimes, these books do not
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evoke a visible, immediate change on the part of the reader, but have allowed for a shift
in mindset that helps to change the way they experience the world throughout their life.
Utilization of Wilfong’s (2007) rubric will allow readers to find texts that serve as
windows, mirrors and sliding glass doors for students. Not all books that contain BIPOC
characters are strong examples of windows and mirrors- some do not authentically
portray the cultures of the characters represented, which can be detrimental to the reader,
who could gain a false perception of a culture or feel their own culture is misrepresented.
Wilfong’s (2007) rubric includes two sections which help the reader to evaluate both the
authority of the author and the authenticity of the characters, setting, and themes in the
book. The rubric allows the reader to evaluate the dialogue of characters, the depth of
their development, and the setting that is created for the characters to be part of. Books
that score highly in these categories will serve as a strong mirror book for students of
color. For teachers who are unsure about selecting multicultural texts, this rubric allows
for a guide with specific parameters to use for evaluating text.
Additionally, proving a wide variety of text representing characters from many
different cultures can increase student performance in reading. Research has shown that
the ability to activate prior knowledge can improve reading achievement (Christen &
Murphy, 1991). Even when a student is a lower-level reader, if they have knowledge
about the subject of a text, students have been known to read and comprehend text
written at a higher level (Pearson et al., 1979). Because of this, Garth-McCullough (2008)
decided to study how African American students performed on reading comprehension
tests when they were able to activate prior knowledge when reading a text. GarthMcCullough (2008) completed a study of over 100 African American students and found
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that the content was a more crucial predictor of student achievement than even the past
achievement of a student. African American students scored higher on reading
comprehension when the students read multicultural literature. Students were better able
to use the tools in their toolkit (Garth-McCullough, 2008) when reading a text and
activating their prior knowledge to improve their overall understanding. This is a key
piece of data to validate the academic strength of introducing texts with multicultural
characters. Providing multicultural literature is an equity issue- for those choosing to
exclude cultures of the students in their classrooms from their reading, they are
handicapping these children from utilizing their prior knowledge to be more successful
readers. Although teachers may argue for the benefit of maintaining their current reading
list, this is another systemic component that critical race theorists would site as a
problematic, oppressive facet of schools that needs overhaul.
Similarly, Osorio (2018) studied the benefit of multicultural literature and how it
can be used as a tool to build and advance students’ knowledge. She found that students
were better able to understand and process problems of privilege and power when reading
multicultural literature. Osorio’s study was with second grade bilingual students, who
were able to use their prior knowledge during their reading and make connections to the
text that was read. The students also benefited from a greater level of investment which it
was hypothesized occurred because the students were more invested in characters that
resembled them (Osorio, 2018)
Conversely, when students do not see characters that resemble them, they may
feel devalued, less intelligent or constrained, in that their culture is not invited to be
expressed in their classroom (Lopez-Robertson & Haney, 2017).
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Perceptions of Teachers
Research has been conducted to determine how teachers feel about teaching
multicultural literature, including their confidence in doing so. Overall, most teachers
cited concern, uneasiness and feeling underprepared to teach multicultural literature
(Iwai, 2013). Additional findings are further discussed below.
Colby and Lyon (2004) explored the perspective of approximately 100 preservice
teachers regarding teaching multicultural literature. After reading articles and
participating in discussions throughout class, each pre-service teacher was asked to
respond to a series of questions, which were subsequently coded and analyzed for
themes. One theme that emerged was that multicultural literature helped them realize the
responsibility they have to all students. One specific teacher noted that this course had
opened her eyes to the importance of children being exposed to many different cultures
and finding texts they can relate to (Colby & Lyon, 2004). In examining the data, it is
clear that most preservice teachers had not thought about the importance of teaching
literature with non-White characters or how not doing so might negatively impact their
students of color. After learning more about multicultural literature, teachers
acknowledged the need for inclusion of varying authors and characters for all students
and learning how to help students learn. Most noted that they would be more conscious
when selecting text to read in their classrooms because of this study. However, without
this preservice training and completion of this multicultural literature course, it is
possible these teachers would have entered the workforce ignorant of the extremely
crucial role multicultural literature plays in schools.
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Iwai (2013) surveyed preservice teachers to determine their feelings in teaching
multicultural literature and working with the growing population of multicultural students
in our schools. Iwai (2013) noted that in addition to not realizing the importance of
integrating multicultural literature into classrooms, teachers felt underprepared to do so,
stating that they had not learned the pedagogy needed to teach these texts in their
classrooms. Students in Iwai’s semester long Language Arts class completed the Cultural
Diversity Awareness Inventory. In this course, they read and discussed multicultural
children’s literature and were then asked to share their thoughts on the items covered in
class. The results of this course included an improved confidence in the need for and
willingness to include multicultural literature in their future classrooms (Iwai, 2013). As
with the previous study, it was apparent there was a lack of knowledge and teachers
became more eager to use multicultural literature after completing this training. The
overarching concern remained that current teachers, who did not receive this training,
may not be able to get to this place of understanding and inclusion in their current roles.
Unlike the previous groups, which both included preservice teachers, Athanases
(2006) instead looked at current teachers in a high school setting and how professional
development could be used to help support these teachers in deepening their knowledge
of multicultural literature. In this qualitative study, data was collected through the use of
questionnaires, portfolios and interviews and data from these methods was triangulated
with data collected from focus groups. Teachers cited three main challenges with
implementing the use of multicultural literature, including familiarity with these texts,
time to read the text, discuss and create unit plans, and access to books and support
materials. Additionally, teachers attended a summer institute to look at this work and
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were compensated for attending- this helped to alleviate the second boundary noted, of
time to read and discuss.
Resources for Selecting Multicultural Literature
Choosing multicultural literature can be a daunting task for teachers, even if they
have guidelines or criteria to guide their choice (Landt, 2013). In response to teachers’
need for assistance with the selection of multicultural literature, resources have been
developed to assist them. The most structured means have been rubrics. Less structured
methods include the use of questions to allow teachers reading a text to think about them
as they are reading or a list or article which provided guidance but did not use a specific
tool.
Wilkins and Gamble (1998) created a set of steps for readers to utilize when
reading and evaluating a text. For books that include illustrations, analysis should begin
there to determine if characters are portrayed with physical diversity or have exaggerated,
stereotypical features. Next, readers should analyze the text to ensure that characters are
portrayed as strong and independent. Books should not portray minority characters being
saved by the “White Hero” and should come from various socioeconomic statuses and
lifestyles. Unlike some other researchers, Wilkins and Gamble (1998) also believed the
author should be evaluated, both those not from the cultural group being written about
and also those that are. As the authors note, there is a wide variety of books being written
and none should be considered a quality text solely based on the author. However, the
knowledge of the author can also provide crucial information regarding the validity of the
text.
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Landt (2013) was one of the individuals who created a set of questions that
teachers can use when selecting multicultural literature. Similar to other authors, Landt
(2013) noted the need for authentic characters in the stories that are read. Therefore, the
questions that Landt (2013) created look specifically from a lens of the authenticity of the
character, asking questions like whether the characters are portrayed as part of society or
as outsiders and who tells the story.
Similarly, Watson’s (1998) literature review analyzed print and online resources
that could benefit those selecting multicultural literature. Watson (1998) noted that there
are many ways readers can evaluate literature including their personal examination, using
the questions, but also by reading reviews from publishers and experts. Included in these
resources is a list from The Council of Interracial Books for Children, which included a
series of seventeen questions that readers can use to evaluate multicultural literature. The
questions were meant to steer readers away from texts that generally depict cultural
groups negatively and incorrectly. Questions included whether details in the book are
factually accurate, whether the author used stereotypes or offensive language, and
whether White and non-White characters are portrayed equally. These questions asked
the reader to reflect on the illustrations and how they depicted characters and whether
non-White characters were able to solve problems on their own or if a White character
resolve the conflicts that arose in the book. One question that remained unanswered was
whether a text could be a strong example of multicultural literature if it meets some, but
not all the criteria outlined in the questions. As there are no examples of the questions
being used to evaluate a text, it is unclear if all seventeen questions must be answered in
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the affirmative. Seeing some examples of these questions used or answered may be a
helpful means to determine the ease of use of these criteria for teachers evaluating text.
Similarly, Christ and Sharma (2018) made a short list of elements that should be
considered when choosing a culturally relevant text including characters, setting and plot.
For characters, the reader should determine if the characters are similar to the author in
terms of age, race or gender. Next, setting asked the reader to evaluate whether the setting
in the book was similar to places that the reader had been to, lived in or was set in a
similar time period. Finally, the plot should be considered- are the life events in the book
similar to that of the reader or largely unfamiliar? Christ and Sharma (2018), unlike some
others, specifically noted that a single text cannot be labeled as absolute, meaning a text
is not to be labeled culturally relevant or not. Instead, there are many levels and
dimensions that must be considered before determining if a text is a strong fit for a
particular reader or group.
Many experts who analyze multicultural literature have noted that in addition to
analyzing a text for the components that make all text strong like character development
and plot, multicultural literature must also be analyzed for their authenticity and accurate
representation of the characters’ cultures (Watson, 1998). Bethany Scullin (2020) created
a rubric that she believed could help African American males in choosing strong
multicultural texts for themselves. Scullin (2020) created this rubric to look at three facets
of a text: authenticity, accuracy, and cultural consciousness. Although this rubric was
created for use by students, it has many strong characteristics that could also be helpful
for teachers. First, there are defined categories including language and dialect,
characterization, illustrations and pictures, setting, relationships, events and experiences
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and message and conclusion. Each category has one or more criteria that can be satisfied
in that category as well as examples that could happen which would not meet the criteria.
These additional non-examples could be very helpful in evaluating a text and providing
additional guidance to the scorer. This rubric recognizes that a book may meet many, but
not all, criteria for being a strong text, and could still be a strong choice to read.
However, like the The Council of Interracial Books for Children rubric (Watson, 1998),
there is no outlined score or direction on whether a book should be considered if it meets
some, but not all, criteria and whether all criteria should be weighed equally when
making this decision.
Both Dong (2005) and Hinton (2006) created guidelines to evaluate multicultural
literature that they then presented to a class of teachers and soon-to-be teachers. Dong
(2005) was working with high school teachers in New York who were completing
courses to earn their permanent teaching certification. She realized many teachers had not
read a book from a different culture before and, in response, presented them with a set of
culturally responsive guidelines, initially presented by Beach (1997) to help. These
guidelines asked the readers to look for discrimination in the text, think about their own
cultural perspectives while reading, and reflect on their White privilege in relation to
what they are reading. Although the leader of the discussions with teachers was able to
develop questions using these guidelines, this may not be possible for a teacher who is
less experienced with reading and responding to multicultural literature.
Hinton (2006) created a checklist to be used by the students’ in her class to
evaluate the multicultural text they worked with. This checklist contained 18 statements
where students could choose “yes”, “no” or “N/A”. The checklist included more generic
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questions like “is the writing of good quality?” and “is the story believable?” and more
specific questions that look at racial dynamics including asking about the characters of
color, how they interact with social injustice and whether those in the dominant group
speak on behalf of the characters from other cultures. Unlike previous checklists,
Hinton’s (2006) list asked students to also identify whether the author is an insider (from
the culture being written about) or an outsider, meaning they are from another culture
than that depicted in the book. This is something that is considered in other discussions
by various authors (Bista, 2012) but is not included in most other checklists.
Although the resources noted above exist and have been employed in some
places, most classrooms in the United States continue to lack multicultural literature.
Additionally, teachers continue to site a lack of training and confidence to select
multicultural texts. The tools outlined above each provide some components that can
support teachers but continue to fall short as they do not encompass the need to evaluate
the authority of the author and the authenticity of the text while also providing a
quantifiable score to determine the book’s strength and allow a point of comparison with
other multicultural books. In response to these challenges, Wilfong (2007) developed a
rubric that is divided into two sections, the first looks at the authority of the authorsimilar to Hinton’s insider/outsider criteria. However, instead of creating only two
categories, Wilfong’s rubric creates a third. This rubric allows for a book to score a 1-3
rating in each category. In authority, the book scores a “3” if the author is from that
culture and a “1” if they are not from that culture and there are inaccuracies in the
cultural references. However, Wilfong acknowledged that a strong researcher should
learn about a culture they are not part of and become an expert, thus making their story
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align culturally despite being an outsider. This would earn a “2” for authority. Second,
Wilfong’s rubric uses five criteria for authenticity, again allowing each category to score
between 1-3. There are two components that set Wilfong’s rubric apart from the others
discussed previously including the sliding scale of scores the rubric uses to evaluate text
and Wilfong gives examples to show how the rubric can help score literature.
Additionally, this is helpful as it demonstrates how a book can be considered a strong
multicultural text, and yet, not receive a perfect score of 18. For example, Wilfong scored
Summer on Wheels by Gary Soto, a 17/18, noting that the only area lacking was that
citations and acknowledgements which were somewhat ambiguous and not clearly
defined by Soto. Wilfong created the rubric for teachers to use to aid in selecting
multicultural literature. Additionally, she intentionally did not create categories based on
the scores possible (example: 15-18 is excellent) because she believed this rubric
provided an initial entry point for conversations around a text and was not intended to
label a book in a category. To reiterate, once a teacher had used the rubric to weigh the
benefits and downfalls of the book, according to Wilfong, he/she must decide for
themselves if the merits of the book means it should be included in a class.
Massaro (2020) utilized Wilfong’s rubric as a mechanism by which to classify
books as multicultural. Books were located in public libraries and purchased then read
and evaluated using the rubric. As noted previously, Wilfong did not create a cutoff score
in determining the value of a text, so Massaro utilized the scores of 15-18 to signify that a
book should be considered multicultural. Similar to the present study, Massaro utilized
teachers as scorers and allowed them to read text, use the rubric to score and determine
the strength of a text. However, Massaro’s study was aimed at analyzing the scores a
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book received from various scorers to better classify a text for inclusion in classes. As
noted previously, it is crucial to build teacher confidence and capacity in the selection of
these texts, something that Massaro’s study did not do. The present study aims to fill this
void and measure teachers’ confidence in text selection with the utilization of the rubric.
Currently, there are gaps in the literature that do not highlight teachers’ utilization
of the rubrics and questions outlined previously. Therefore, it is unclear if these have
assisted teachers in the selection of multicultural literature or led to a change in the
material included in classes. Additionally, studies have neglected to evaluate educator
mindsets with regards to updating this literature; do any of these methods increase
teachers’ comfortability? It is crucial to not only analyze what is being presently used in
classrooms, but what has assisted teachers in editing their literature. Finally, it is crucial
we analyze actual actions teachers are taking instead of solely focusing on their
theoretical beliefs or feelings behind multicultural literature. Students need action to
move their classrooms forward.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN
The purpose of this study was to determine how the use of a rubric could aide
participants in selecting multicultural literature. This chapter provides additional study
context, demographics about the participants and the location where the study was
conducted. I collected qualitative data using both pre- and post- surveys provided to all
participants as well as interviews with English teachers who volunteered to participate.
Next, I analyzed the books presently used in courses at Peppercorn High School and used
this as a means of triangulation.
Study Context
Peppercorn Township is a middle class, predominantly White town in the
northeast. According to the 2019 census, 90% of the population is White (Census, 2019)
and according to a recent staff survey completed at Peppercorn High School 88% of the
teaching staff is as well. Peppercorn School District serves approximately 2,500 students
in grades PreK-12 and has a grade 6-8 middle school and a grade 9-12 high school from
which study participants volunteered.
During summer 2020, after several large-scale racially charged incidents in the
country and smaller scale incidents in the community, the superintendent pledged to
create a more inclusive place in the Peppercorn Township Schools (Bellano, 2020). Since
this time, individual schools have engaged in equity training, formed equity committees
and even participated in book studies; however, few changes have been made to the
curriculum materials used in the middle and high schools, with two exceptions (Bellano,
2021). First, the high school created an African American studies course beginning in
2019 which ran one section and did so for two consecutive school years when this study
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began. Second, the summer reading selection for summer 2020 and summer 2021
contained books by BIPOC authors and characters. In the letter sent home to parents and
families regarding summer reading, it noted that the “selections represent an effort for the
best reads for our students and focus on more diversity within our curriculum.” The
middle school selected seven books, four of which contained characters who were people
of color, written by authors of color, or both. As most multicultural literature is defined
by these two traits, this means 57% of the middle school reading list is comprised of
multicultural literature. However, these shifts have not impacted all students, as the
African American literature course ran with under a dozen students in its first two years
and the summer reading list allowed students to choose a single book off the list, instead
of mandating students read the multicultural literature included. Larger curricular
changes that would be experienced by all students in grades 6-12 have yet to occur.
The district agreed to partner for this study by providing books from the library
and new books to supplement the selection of literature offered for teachers to read. I sent
an email to all 184 staff members (including teachers, administrative assistants,
counselors and aids) from grades 6-12 asking them to voluntarily participate in the study.
As I was a part of the school district where the research was conducted, and work in the
high school (grades 9-12), I utilized school email addresses to recruit individuals, and
which may ultimately have led to a larger number of individuals willing to participate in
the study.
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Research Questions
1. To what extent does the use of a rubric for evaluating the strength of multicultural
literature allow teachers to feel more comfortable when selecting culturally relevant
texts?
2. To what extent does the use of a rubric for evaluating the strength of multicultural
literature increase the use of MCL included in secondary school classrooms?
Research Design
This research study employed a multifaceted qualitative research design which is
the most appropriate method because the data collected sought to understand teachers’
perceptions and feelings (Mills & Gay, 2019). Qualitative data was collected from
surveys as well as interviews and book lists from literature courses. Initially, I collected
data from teachers of all subjects and various other staff members through a pre-study
questionnaire to gauge staff feelings on selecting multicultural literature. I created the
questionnaire to ascertain data around staff comfortability, which included closed and
open-ended questions, which were utilized from two previous surveys as well as those I
created. Survey completion was offered in an online format, but participants were able to
complete a paper copy, if requested. Surveys were anonymous, but staff selected a fourdigit number to use in the tracking of pre- and post-study survey data comparison.
Then, staff read and scored multicultural books utilizing Wilfong’s rubric to
determine which books are strongest for inclusion based on their rubric score and the
participants’ overall feelings about the books.
After reading this literature and evaluating it using Wilfong’s rubric, participants
completed a post-study questionnaire to share their level of comfortability in the selection
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of multicultural literature and their feelings about Wilfong’s rubric as a tool to support
them. I then coded the answers from each questionnaire and analyzed the data for trends
in pre- and post-questionnaires as well as areas of growth or changes. Participants
submitted completed rubrics for each book they read to ensure they were utilizing the
rubric and doing so with fidelity.
The second phase of the study asked for English teachers who had participated in
the first portion of the study to voluntarily be interviewed regarding their views on the
study, the use of Wilfong’s rubric and ways the study influenced their class novel
selection moving forward. Three English teachers, two in the high school and one in the
middle school volunteered to participate in the interviews. Teacher’s lesson plans were
consulted to determine texts that were previously taught in the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021
school years. I then researched each book using the internet to determine whether the
book should be considered multicultural literature based on the whether the book
included BIPOC characters or was written by a BIPOC author. In January 2021, I
reviewed lesson plans for teachers for the 2021-2022 school year thus far to provide a
point of comparison for books selected for English classes prior to the study and after the
study. The purpose was to determine if changes have been made to incorporate more
MCL based on the reading and rubric use.
Data Analysis
I collected, coded and analyzed data collected from questionnaires and interviews,
which was crucial to understanding teachers’ perceptions of the rubric. Participants
answered the pre-study questionnaire which included both open ended and closed ended
questions. I then tabulated closed response questions and compared these values to the
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responses provided by participants to determine whether the perceptions quantified align
with the open-ended responses given. Open ended questions provided me additional
information that closed ended questions were not able to collect and allowed for
additional analysis of responses (Jackson & Trochim, 2002). In order to analyze all data,
I first coded all responses, using individual words and phrases to draw meaning and look
for commonality among participants (Saldaña, 2012). For open ended questions, I utilized
inductive coding to help capture themes without formulating possible answers in advance
(Medelyan, 2020). Additionally, multiple cycles of coding were necessary to determine
all themes in the literature (Saldaña, 2012). The first round of coding included creating all
the codes. I then used additional coding to find similarities in the codes and update codes
to create groupings, which helped to locate trends. Once all the coding was completed,
analysis of the data began.
It is crucial to note, that coding alone is not analysis (Ruona, 2005). Although
some patterns became apparent as I completed the coding, the analysis allowed me to
determine what the data showed and what was missing from the data. Both inductive and
deductive reasoning occurred throughout the analysis, to interpret specific responses and
to determine trends based on the breadth of similar responses (Ruona, 2005). In addition
to coding and analyzing for trends in data, I regularly analyzed what these trends meant
and determined their meaning. Wolcott (1994) posited that this portion of the analysis
should lead the researcher to generate many possible thoughts and push beyond the codes
to draw meaning from them. This analysis allowed me to question what the data was
saying and think about what was missing- the information not expressed by respondents
may also add crucial data. During this process, I had to regularly test the theories I had
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based on a new piece of data to ensure that the conclusions I drew had a direct link back
to the data and were not extensions of the data that move beyond what can be determined.
All 22 participants who completed the pre-survey also read at least one book and
completed Wilfong’s rubric for that book. However, only 15 participants completed the
post survey. This study was recursive, so I formulated questions for the post-study
questionnaire and interviews based on participant responses to the pre-study questions. I
coded all the data collected from the post surveys using the same steps noted above from
the pre-survey. Post-survey data was used to determine what could be learned from the
study and included all surveys, even those pre-surveys that did not align with a post
survey.
After all the components of the study were completed, I interviewed three English
teachers and analyzed their responses using constant content analysis (Boeije, 2002).
Specific interview questions were developed based on the data collected from pre-study
questionnaires and rubric collection, with a focus on finding trends in rubric use,
determining if teachers felt more comfortable utilizing the rubric and gaining a better
understanding of how their approach to teaching multicultural literature would differ in
their classrooms moving forward.
I utilized the steps outlined by Boeije (2002) for completing analysis, which first
entailed making a comparison of the points made in a single interview. Each portion of
each interview was coded, and comparisons were drawn internally from each single
interview. If one portion of the interview discussed lack of training, other sections of the
interview were analyzed for the same theme. Once areas of the interview were found to
have the same category, they were analyzed and compared to determine if the new
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section provides any new information to this category or differs from the previous
section. Coding and analysis occurred until I felt the data had produced all possible
themes and there were no new, additional trends that could be determined from further
analysis.
The same type of analysis occurred for each new interview. When interviews
were found to have similar themes, I compared these themes to determine larger themes
throughout multiple interviews. This analysis allowed for generalizability of data for
trends and the disparity in experiences of participants for those areas that differed.
Additional analysis was completed to determine what caused these differences and
hypothesis were drawn and tested with additional reviews of the coding.
Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel were used as the primary programs for
coding and organization of data. Excel was used to list the themes from coding and to
filter for themes that occurred more frequently.
I also completed document analysis of lesson plans as another means of
triangulation (Bowen, 2009). Bowen (2009) notes that document analysis allows for an
additional data point when completing interviews or utilizing a survey to collect data.
Document analysis allowed for historical context into the books traditionally taught in the
English department while surveys and interviews allowed for a comparison to current
perceptions and current book selections (Bowen, 2002). I used document analysis to
corroborate the feelings and perceptions of teachers with actual class reading lists and
provide an additional data point when looking at the growth of individual English
teachers throughout the study.
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Reliability and Validity/ Trustworthiness of Research Design
It was crucial that I employed methods to validate and check the data collected.
One way this occurred was through triangulation. I collected data from multiple sources
and analyzed each for themes. Although a questionnaire or interview may have individual
limitations, using both methods in addition to a document analysis of the book lists
allowed for each method’s shortcomings to be compensated for by the strengths of
another method. The questionnaires allowed for a larger pool of data and interviews
allowed for more in-depth data to be collected. The analysis of book lists allowed for a
better understanding of the school and course literature and helped the researcher
understand more about the current literature being employed by English teachers.
Additionally, by soliciting all staff member in the building to participate in the reading
and scoring of multicultural literature, this allowed for different perspectives outside of
solely English teachers, while the in-depth interviews with English teachers helped see
the perspective of those teaching novels most regularly.
Furthermore, although teachers and staff were invited to participate in this study,
participation was optional. Allowing for individuals to opt into the study who genuinely
want to participate increased the likelihood of honest feedback and greater fidelity in
participation (Stenton, 2004).
Sample and Population
The target population included a convenience sample of grades 6-12 staff
members in a predominantly White upper middle-class school district in the northeastern
part of the United States. Two groups of staff were created. The first group included all
staff who volunteered to take part in the study, regardless of content area or role in the
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district. These staff completed pre- and post-study questionnaires, read multicultural
books over the 2021 summer break and scored each of these books using Wilfong’s
rubric.
In addition to exposure to new literature and the chance to collaborate with
colleagues around their reading, participants could earn professional development hours
towards their yearly goal from the district and cite the study as an additional way they
contributed to the school in their yearly evaluation. The study participants included
twenty-two individuals, twenty of which provided demographic information in the
survey. The demographics of participants are noted in the tables below.
Table 1
Participants Gender
Participant Gender

Number of individuals who identify

Male

3

Female

17

Did not respond/ wish not to answer

2

Table 2
Participants Race
Participant Race

Number of individuals who identify

Caucasian

15

Hispanic

2

Middle Eastern

1

African American

1

Did not respond/ wish not to answer

3
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Table 3
Participants Education Level
Highest Level of Education Attained

Number of individuals who identify

Bachelor’s Degree

7

Master’s Degree

12

Doctorate

1

Did not respond/ wish not to answer

2

The roles of respondents included counselors, administrators, media specialists,
aids and teachers in a range of subjects.
From this larger sample, the five English teachers who participated were invited
to be interviewed. The decision to interview English teachers only was made because
these are the staff members in the district most likely to utilize novels in their classroom.
Three of the English teachers participating in the study agreed to be part of the interviews
(all Caucasian females). A short description of each English teacher interviewed is
included in Chapter 4.
Instruments
Participants utilized Wilfong’s rubric as the primary instrument for examining
literature. Wilfong had previously created and utilized this rubric for the scoring of
multicultural literature as well as in other studies (Bista, 2012; Purdum-Cassidy, 2020);
the rubric is available online. Additionally, on Wilfong’s website, she highlighted other
educators and students she had worked with who have utilized the rubric (Wilfong,
2021). According to Wilfong, the rubric was created solely for fictional books, so
nonfiction books were not included in the study. In creating and utilizing the rubric,
Wilfong spoke to many colleagues who believed that authority of the author should not
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have only two options. Some other rubrics have created a dichotomy where a book either
is written by an author who is an authority on the culture or one who is not. Frequently,
the author was only considered an authority when they were from that cultural group,
meaning anyone outside that cultural group could never earn points in this category,
regardless of their level of understanding or research (Bista, 2012). However, to
Wilfong’s credit, her rubric created a middle ground, a score for those not from the
culture who had researched or collaborated to become somewhat of an authority on the
culture, thus the creation of a three-point scoring system for this category (Wilfong,
2012). This similar scoring mentality is true for most other sections, in that there were
three points possible meaning the book could either be excellent, mediocre or poor in
meeting each of these categories. Wilfong outlined the use of the rubric in the scoring of
three books and outlined for the author how she got these scores but provides no critiques
after using the rubric in practice. Having feedback around the rubric from those who have
used it would be a useful next in making any necessary edits, but this did not exist.
The pre-study questionnaire contained questions from two previous research
studies surrounding multicultural literature and teachers’ perspectives. The first is the
Teacher’s Perspectives on the Use of Multicultural Literature in Their Classrooms. The
survey was created by Mongillo and Holland (2006) to be used in their research with a
group of elementary school teachers when studying their perspective on the use of
Multicultural Literature. The survey was modified to exclude questions regarding school
and district leadership’s view on multicultural literature as it was deemed extraneous to
the present study (questions 8 and 10). Additionally, question 15 was excluded as it
included a large list of elementary school aged books for teachers to identify as texts they
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had used in their classroom. Because the educators in the present study worked with
students in grades 6-12, this list of literature was not applicable. The utilization of the
remainder of the questions allowed for a baseline collection of data about each participant
including how they defined multicultural literature, how they used multicultural literature
in their classroom and how many multicultural books they had in their classroom. These
questions encompassed parts 1 and 2 of the pre-questionnaire.
The third part of the questionnaire included two questions designed by the
researcher which use a Likert-type scale to show the level of comfort the participant had
with literature written by authors or including characters who were from a different
cultural background. The design of these questions was loosely based on a similar set of a
questions created by Chepyator-Thomson (1994). The final two questions were from a
study completed by Stallworth, Gibbons and Fauber (2006) which were originally given
to secondary school teachers to help ascertain their reasons for including or not including
multicultural literature in their curricula. These questions allowed for a large body of
qualitative data collection and coding when used previously and enriched the present
study. The researcher-created questions were peer reviewed to allow for inter-rater
reliability and to ensure that directions for completion of the questionnaire are clear
(Mills & Gay, 2019).
Procedures and Interventions
For the study, staff in grades 6-12 in all subject areas and positions were invited to
participate to help gather a variety of perspectives on the use of the rubric. Staff who
agreed to participate completed a pre-study questionnaire prior to starting their reading
over the summer. After completing the pre-study questionnaire, participants were
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provided with a list of all the fiction books located in the school and local community
library that had been classified as multicultural in the library catalog. This list included
books by multicultural authors or containing multicultural characters as noted through a
search of the library book catalog. The same process was completed to provide a list of
books from the local library system. Staff were invited to select from these lists or choose
other multicultural texts; some specifically asked to know more about books that
contained information from their subject area if they taught a non-English course. Again,
this information was compiled and provided to teachers using the keyword feature in the
library search engine. Teachers were asked to use the summertime (from June to August)
to read the books of their choosing and score them using Wilfong’s rubric. No specific
training or directions were given to teachers outside of the directions on the rubric. This
lack of training was intentionally done to eliminate bias or skewed perceptions that may
occur if I was training participants or describing the rubric. I believed it would be
valuable to see if the rubric could be used by any staff member without additional
training.
Participants were asked to choose five or more books to read and evaluate during
this time period to ensure they had practice with the rubric and as a point of comparison
around the books they had read. Staff who expressed concern with completing five books
were still encouraged to participate and read as many books as possible using the rubric.
All twenty-two individuals read at least one book and submitted a rubric score. The
average number of books read by all participants was 3.4 books. The parameters for book
selection were flexible as the primary goal is for the rubric and study to provide useful
literature for the upcoming school year and flexible parameters allowed for greater data
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collection and literature implementation. Additionally, as compensation was not provided
for this study, I needed to make the study appealing to the interests of participants, which
I believed would occur with more choice and less rigidity.
Participants were asked to complete their books and rubrics by the end of August
to allow for the post-study questionnaire to be completed at the start of the school year in
September. The pre- and post-study questionnaires were utilized for data collection and
as a point of comparison of teachers’ feelings and attitudes towards incorporating
multicultural literature into their classrooms before and after utilizing the rubric.
As stated previously, the goal of the study was both to gain data on the use of
Wilfong’s rubric and serve as a catalyst for a change in literature classes. To explore the
second component of this study, three English teachers completed an additional short
interview. During this interview, I asked teachers questions I created based on previous
survey data to ascertain comfortability and to allow teachers to elaborate on their feelings
and perceptions on the selection of multicultural literature, their comfortability with the
rubric, and the likelihood that they would include the texts they had read for this study in
their courses for the upcoming school year.
Finally, I compiled data for the novels being taught in the high school for the
years 2019-2020 and 2020-2021. As 2020-2021 had less books read because of the
hybrid model of education due to COVID-19, I deemed it important to also compare
previous book selections. I classified each book as multicultural literature using the
criteria of inclusion of non-white or multicultural characters or written by a BIPOC
author. I then calculated percentages of MCL to determine the previous percentages of
MCL included and to determine if these percentages increased after the completion of the
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study. To determine the current use of MCL, a list of books read in the high school from
September- December 2021 was compiled and determined to be MCL or not based on the
same, previously stated criteria. Comparisons were made around which books may have
been added or deleted from years, which allowed me to look for trends in the data and
determine if there had been a greater level of inclusion of MCL for the start of the 20212022 school year.
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CHAPTER FOUR: COMFORTABILITY IN READING MCL
The purpose of this study was to explore participant’s comfortability with using
multicultural literature and the extent to which the use of a rubric would assist
participants in feeling more comfortable with MCL and its use in classrooms. This
chapter begins with the defining of MCL as this was a crucial framing participants used
in their responses to study questions followed by the themes that emerged for the research
questions and an analysis of each.
Defining Multicultural Literature
Both research questions centered around the use of multicultural literature.
Therefore, it was important for me to know how participants defined multicultural
literature and what definitions they were using when answering the study questions.
Additionally, I believed that participants must be reflective on their practices when
answering the questions and by first defining multicultural literature, this definition
would then be at the forefront of their thinking. Although definitions varied slightly, most
expressed that MCL includes viewpoints, characters or authors from various cultures,
some noting that these cultures were outside of the standard cultures taught in our
schools. One participant said MCL is by “people who do not fit into the mainstream
culture, the standard “white story”. Some utilized a narrower definition stating MCL was
about “characters of color” while others were more inclusive defining MCL as “literature
that considers people from diverse cultural, linguistic, socioeconomic and religious
backgrounds”. These definitions impacted the rest of their responses. Someone with a
more inclusive definition, like the second one above, may consider a book with different
religions or languages multicultural literature, while someone with the first definition
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would not. These differences in definitions could lead to a discrepancy in participant
perception of inclusion of MCL, even around the categorizing of the same book.
I chose not to provide a single definition to participants, and instead, to allow each
to work from their own provided definitions to simulate the understanding teachers would
bring to the table if they were using this rubric sans a study. In the real world, teachers
will not have a single definition provided for multicultural literature and would instead
work from their own definition. Even if individuals received a stated definition, their
personal understanding and feelings would impact their interpretation of this definition.
Each individual will use their previous experiences to shape their experience reading
multicultural literature.
Participant’s Perception of MCL Use
Participants did not receive a standard or agreed upon definition of multicultural
literature, so regardless of the variation in definitions provided, that was the definition
participants utilized to complete the questionnaire. I asked participants to note the
frequency they used MCL. Table 4 represents participants’ responses. Participants were
asked to provide additional information regarding these scores, as a way for me to gather
more data and to determine if the frequency noted by staff aligned with their description
given.
Table 4
Frequency of use of MCL
Frequency

Total

Percentage

Always

3

13%

Most of the time

2

9%

Sometimes

8

36%
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Not very often

6

27%

Never

3

13%

When providing additional description, data was slightly misaligned. Five
participants explained that they do not use multicultural literature in their role, as
compared to only three who responded with “never” to the question of frequency. Seven
of those surveyed noted that although they employed novels throughout the year, the use
of multicultural literature did not come from these novels. Four staff explained that they
share information about many different books within their space using book discussions
and displays that show a diverse group of books that students can select. Based on this
data, I believed some participants’ scores represented the frequency they were including
any multicultural text in their classroom or workspace, not how often they were teaching
multicultural novels to their students. This is an important distinction for two reasons.
First, Wilfong’s rubric, which was used in this study, evaluates novels so the research
primarily focused on novel use in the classroom. Second, this could lead to a vein of
future research which may determine how MCL is used in the classroom in other
supporting roles, such as a classroom library or in the inclusion of short stories and
whether staff felt comfortable selecting MCL for these purposes.
Additionally, it appeared that some participants responses reflected whether they
had ever used MCL in their entire career, even if this was not done in the recent past. One
respondent noted “in literature class, over the years we have read books that reflect
African American and Native American culture.” With many seasoned staff members
involved in the study, some may have included MCL in previous years, but were no
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longer using these texts. It is crucial that all students are being exposed to multicultural
texts each year, which makes this historic use problematic for current students.
MCL Inclusion in Short Stories
As noted above, some participants said that they utilized MCL in short stories,
folk tales, and stories read from the textbook that were excerpts from longer books
instead of novels. One survey response stated “I use folktales to explore storytelling”
while another noted they “use them throughout the textbook. Each units contained some
stories for discussion.” I also noticed from lesson plan review that short stories and units
around multicultural concepts were included in courses throughout the year, even those
that did not use multicultural novels. One teacher completed a Harlem Renaissance unit,
another teacher did a unit on African Folktales, a unit they have been completed each
school year since 2019, while another noted that she read the first chapter from a book
each Friday, and she had included Children of Blood and Bone by Tomi Adeyemi, a
fantasy novel with a West African character in her class.
Megan was a seasoned reading teacher with over twenty years’ experience
teaching English and reading. Megan taught classes with a small number of students and
believed this afforded her more freedom in her book selection and her ability to provide
book suggestions. Megan expressed that she was comfortable talking to students about
multicultural literature and sharing with them that she did not know all about the lived
experience of the characters but respected the literature and the authors for their work. I
observed Megan’s passion for MCL and her strong desire to bring in new and different
books into the curriculum.
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Kathryn had been teaching for about ten years and had taught elementary and
middle grades students previously. Kathryn stated she was comfortable updating the
books she is reading in her classes each year and selecting multicultural books and those
not traditionally in the canon. Kathryn credited using the Lucy Calkins program in a
previous district with affording her this additional confidence in the use of multicultural
literature and believed if she had not been there to learn strategies she may not be as
willing to pull in new and different books. Kathryn was critical of the rubric in that it did
not allow for a way to evaluate a book based on their literary components or rigor, which
she believed are crucial to the selection of literature.
Finally, Anna was newer to teaching, having been in the classroom for six years,
over half of which were in another district. Anna expressed that without having gone
through the curriculum in its entirety for that many years, she felt she was still learning
about the flow of the courses she taught and the books she used. Anna believed Young
Adult novels were strong works of literature and would be beneficial to employ as partner
texts to current texts being taught in class, but also wanted to be sure she has a strong
understanding of the current curriculum before proposing any changes.
Throughout the interviews, participants expressed that short stories were helpful
for a variety of reasons. Kathryn noted that short stories were helpful because they were
interesting for students and did not take as much time, whereas novels present challenges
such as the timeline for approval, the need to buy new materials and the investment of
time in class to read them. Kathryn states “There is flexibility in the short text. I feel
when it comes to the novel base that we include, that’s more slow in coming.” She
explained that because short stories are included in already approved anthologies, they
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can be included without additional approval from other stakeholders. This differs from
novels, which must receive approval from administrators and board of education.
Similarly, a survey response from a history teacher stated that she “hardly ever uses full
books, but there are instances where an excerpt from a book or primary source written by
someone from a marginalized community” may be used. Short stories could provide an
avenue for non-English teachers to incorporate more multicultural texts into their
classrooms, even if they are not full novels. Wilfong’s rubric had not been utilized
previously with short stories, but this could be an area of future study.
The desire to utilize shorter literary works in lieu of novels is similar to what
teachers in other studies have done to integrate more multicultural material into their
classrooms (Dong, 2005; Stallworth et al., 2006). Al-Jarf (2015) noted that many
classrooms, especially those with English language learners had begun to include short
stories because of their accessibility (most are free on the internet) and their ability to be
re-read to construct meaning, which are benefits novels do not afford. While this
information may not speak directly to comfortability, it is important in thinking about
whether staff could include more multicultural literature in varying forms going forward.
Although outside the scope of this study, data could be collected around the infusion of
MCL in short stories as a data point for the second research questions, which looked at
the changes and updates in teacher’s classrooms and their comfortability in making these
changes. Although novel usage of teachers in the first four months of the 2021-2022
school year had not increased, reflecting on the implementation of short stories could
provide additional data to determine if the curriculum had shifted.
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Benefits and challenges of Wilfong’s rubric
The rubric itself was a crucial component of the study. It was important for staff
to use the rubric and feel comfortable doing so, to determine its value in the selection of
multicultural literature. Questions in the post study were included to ascertain
participant’s feelings around the rubric, including any books that scored differently than
was expected when using the rubric and if any portion of the rubric was difficult to use or
score. During the three interviews, questions were also included about the strength and
benefit of the rubric and any important components that were missing from the rubric
which were crucial for literature selection.
In looking at the rubric scores from staff, seventy-five books were read in total.
Of these books, 46 received a score of three in each of the categories on the rubric.
Conversely, four books read received the score of “1”, which is the lowest on the rubric
and denotes that the criteria were not met. Three participants read the book Black Buck by
Mateo Askaripour and all three gave the book a score of 1 it at least one category.
Askaripour’s book was described by the Washington Post as a comical novel, and
Askipour was described as using “comic absurdity” (Charles, 2021). This style of writing
could have been what led evaluators to score the style of the book as a 1, which says the
dialogue contains stereotypes and the content is harmful to the members of the culture
portrayed. Crystal Chan’s book All that I can fix also scored a 1 in the category of
content. Without additional explanation from those scoring, I was unable to obtain
additional context for these and other scores, but it seemed, based on the variety of scores
that those participating attempted to use the rubric with fidelity. This data was important
to the research questions because the question looked directly at the rubric as a resource
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in increasing participants comfortability. Therefore, if participants did not use the rubric
or did not appear to evaluate the books read using the specific criteria, data would be
inaccurate. Additionally, for staff to make suggestions of new books and take the
necessary steps to include these books in their classroom, they would need to have found
books which represent a strong work of MCL. In this study, 46 novels were found to be
strong works of MCL, which is over half of the novels read. Staff had identified materials
that could be used to support the updating of their curriculum, removing one obstacle for
inclusion.
It was also important for me to gather information from participants on whether
their perceptions of books they read aligned with how the books scored on the rubric.
This would help me ensure staff were utilizing the rubric with a critical eye and through
the criteria noted. Additionally, this was a crucial reflective component, for participants
to recognize that although a book may initially appear to be a strong work of MCL,
additional scrutiny was needed to ensure it was. Five participants noted that a book
scored differently on the rubric than they would have expected. There were few
commonalities in staff responses. One noted reading a book that was not an enjoyable
read, but which scored high on the rubric, while another expressed concern that a book
which scored high may validate stereotypical views of students or cause minority
students to feel marginalized by the descriptions in the book. One participant had
previously read and enjoyed Crazy Rich Asians, but while reading it again through the
lens of the rubric “was surprised to see how stereotypical it felt in comparison to the other
works that [she] read.” The skill of critiquing literature through a multicultural lens, is
directly related to this study in that staff feeling more equipped with the tools to select
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MCL led to an increased comfort level in selecting these texts. Participants increased
comfortability is discussed at more length below.
The final critique was one that was also heard across the three English teachers
interviewed- that the rubric did not place enough focus on the writer’s craft and his/her
development of the book (discussed in more detail below). One participant noted that the
rubric focused mainly on cultural authenticity and “a novel that I thought might be poorly
written could still receive a high score on the rubric.”
Throughout Kathryn’s interview, she noted a need for books to be rigorous. When
selecting books, she wants the story to “be complex”. Kathryn conceded that some
inclusion of books that are a lower level academically may be okay if students are
interested, but when eliminating books currently in the curriculum, there must be an
emphasis on the academic components a new book brings to the table. She did not
believe Wilfong’s rubric allowed for that. Similarly, Anna spoke about the balance of
sparking student’s interest with new novels, while also including books that utilize
literary devices and that have enough research and depth that students can analyze them
for a research paper. Based on this information, it seemed Wilfong’s rubric may support
teachers in evaluating the cultural facets of a book but may not be the sole measure by
which a book can be selected for inclusion. Teachers select literature must continue to
use a critical eye to evaluate the rigorous components of a multicultural book the same
way they would evaluate with any new text.
Finally, although 75% of participants noted no difficulties in utilizing the rubric,
25% expressed concerns to ensure they were fairly judging the books. These concerns led
two participants to complete additional research on the author of the book to determine
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their level of experience and their cultural awareness for the characters and setting in the
novel. One noted “I found myself researching the authors to see if their backgrounds
made them an authority to write about the themes they used.” This was something I was
very excited to hear- research being done on a book to determine if the author is an
authority on the culture is a great step that I wish many more individuals would take prior
to introducing a new book to the curriculum, especially one containing characters from
diverse backgrounds. Two others noted they struggled to determine whether the portrayal
of characters was accurate based on their own knowledge of the culture. One participant
stated “I did not believe the depictions to be too stereotypical but I was also reading as
someone outside the culture.” While this was noted as a challenge, without the rubric I
don’t believe teachers would question the author’s authenticity. How about their own
stereotypical thinking and bias? Probably not. This struggle could be a positive step in
ensuring teachers are doing their due diligence when selecting a new book that will be
read by hundreds of students each school year.
Increase in comfortability
Overall, the purpose of the study and specifically the first research question was
aimed at determining whether participants were more comfortable in selecting MCL after
reading MCL and utilizing the rubric. After staff completed the study, a post-study
survey was conducted to determine differences in data and mindset based on staff
participation in the study as well as actions participants were taking or expected to take in
the future regarding employing multicultural literature in their space. Fifteen staff
members completed the post test, which meant seven of those who initially took the presurvey did not take the post survey. It was determined that each would be coded and
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analyzed separately to extract as much data as possible from staff, but that comparisons
in numeric data would be looked at only for the fifteen staff completing both the pre and
post survey.
It was important for me to look at the pre- and post- studies and determine
differences in responses, not just in the numeric scores provided, but in the language and
word choice of individuals. For side-by-side comparisons of this data, I saw a shift in the
adjectives individuals used and the tone of these words. Initial responses contained
somewhat neutral language, with participants discussing how they currently employ
MCL and some giving very brief responses. The post study responses were more
verbose, explaining excitement, discussing their desire to change their novel selection or
how they approach MCL in their classroom and looking to take action moving forward.
Even the use of punctuation became more positive, with one participant using three
exclamation points to show her excitement throughout responses. For me, these became
subtle yet important differences in responses. Although tone can be more difficult to
sense in written responses alone, these changes provided me with initial evidence that
participants had an increased level of excitement or positivity about the inclusion of MCL
after completing the study.
For the Likert-type scale question, there was a slight increase in staff levels of
comfortability, as shown in the tables below.
Question: I feel comfortable selecting texts to read by authors who come from a
different cultural background than I do.
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Table 5 Pre-study: Comfortability to read texts by authors with a different cultural background
Strongly Agree
1
12

2
4

3
3

4
2

54%

18%

13%

9%

5
Strongly1 Disagree
4%

Table 6
Post-Study: Comfortability to read texts by authors with a different cultural background
1

2

3

4

Strongly Agree

5
Strongly Disagree

10

5

0

0

0

66%

33%

0%

0%

0%

Question: I feel comfortable selecting texts to read with characters who come from a
different cultural background than I do.
Table 7
Pre-study: Comfortability to read texts with characters from a different cultural
background
1
Strongly Agree

2

3

4

5
Strongly Disagree

12

5

3

1

1

54%

22%

13%

4%

4%

Table 8
Post-Study: Comfortability to read texts with characters from a different cultural
background
1

2

3

70

4

5

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

10

5

0

0

0

66%

33%

0%

0%

0%

Based on the data above, the percentage of staff choosing “Strongly Agree” with
their comfortability for inclusion both with an author and characters from a different
culture increased by 8%. Although this is a slight increase, it shows that participants felt
more comfortable. Additionally, I was interested to see how those who initially gave a
lower score for comfortability improved. In the pre-study questionnaire, 26% of staff
chose a value of 3,4 or 5 as their comfort level in selecting MCL with an author from a
different background. After completing the study, 0% of participants chose these scores.
This showed an increase in staff comfortability; even if not all participants were
extremely comfortable, there were no longer any participants who expressed a complete
discomfort, which was a noticeable shift. Similarly 21% chose scores of 3,4,or 5 with
comfort around selecting texts with characters from a different background, which also
decreased to 0% in the post study. This comfort may have been attributed to the use of
the rubric for scoring, staff feeling like they have more experience reading MCL and
evaluating it, or something else. Future studies would need to be done to determine how
exposure to MCL alone increases comfortability to determine if the act of reading more
diverse texts alone could increase participants comfort as compared to the use of a rubric
or criteria to evaluate the books they have read.
Staff need resources
Based on the data above, participants were more comfortable in selecting MCL.
However, as noted previously, this study was not just about increasing comfortability, but
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also in seeing actions taken to advance the use of MCL in classrooms. Therefore, I felt it
necessary to ask participants what other factors may hinder them from making updates.
Two themes that emerged consistently were time and material resources. One participant
noted “I’d like funds to add books into the reading curriculum and time, especially
professional development time, to research, read and plan to add more titles within the
English classrooms.” This response seemed to intertwine the concerns noted by staff, and
showed that for some, there was not one single issue standing in the way, but a concert of
items that made the inclusion of MCL and the adoption of new literature challenging.
Time: A Valuable Resource
Having worked in middle and high schools for over a decade, I know time is one
of the most valuable resources and often one of the hardest to find. Time is needed to
train staff, to read new novels, to collaborate to determine novels that are best to use in
class, to gain approval from stakeholders to utilize these novels and to create materials to
accompany these books in class. Although the rubric can help in the determination of
novels and provide common language and criteria for staff to evaluate books, these other
areas are challenges that the rubric alone does not support. 26% of participants stated
time was an additional resource they needed to employ MCL in their classrooms.
Participants expressed a desire for time allocated to the reading of MCL and the
collaboration with peers to best determine literature to use in classrooms. A survey
respondent noted “teachers may need time to collaborate and make new materials to
support the inclusion of these new texts.” Megan went even further in her desire for
additional time saying the “district [should] give teachers time to research, to formulate
those lessons and not just like 20 minutes, like a day, like a day every week for months”.
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Megan identified the challenge a lack of resources available could have when
implementing a new text. For some of the newer books, there may be few resources
available online or through school websites to assist. She also highlighted that growth
around the use of MCL must be an ongoing commitment, not just a single training or
small chunk of time, but multiple days or sessions.
In addition to time for selection and development of materials, professional
development and collaboration with colleagues is needed. Kathryn noted that “we need to
make time for teachers to be able to get comfortable” with MCL and included some
possible ways to do so, including allowing time for peers to collaborate on MCL they
have read or bringing in a consultant that could provide ideas for texts or talk about
different curriculum that would be more inclusive. Time for collaboration or professional
development requires dedication of resources which could include substitute teachers to
cover classes or money allocated to the development of staff or the contracting of outside
experts. These can also be barriers.
Providing these resources requires a higher level of commitment from the school
and district. If the school is not committed to this level of time being provided to staff for
these updates, it means that teachers wishing to make these changes would have to
complete this work outside of school hours. I do not believe large scale change will occur
with teachers being asked to spend even more of their personal time to update and create
materials. Therefore, although the rubric made teachers more comfortable in the selection
of text, these other barriers hinder answering the second research question in the
affirmative- books in classrooms did not appear to change using the rubric alone.
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Although the need for additional time may seem challenging, there is a glimmer
of hope. All of the 22 participants in this study did so voluntary. They each completed
surveys, read 1-5 books and filled out a rubric for each one without compensation and
during their summer break. One participant noted “I enjoyed taking part in this as it
encouraged me to read more this summer (more than usual) AND to read books that I
usually may not encounter.” Teachers and staff members are dedicated professionals who
are willing to participate in activities they feel are worthwhile and advance the school
experience for their students. This dedication will help to make improvements in
curriculum, if given even some of the desired supports noted above.
Material Resources
In addition to time for training and reading the books, participants need material
resources. As stated in the previous section, this may come in the way of materials to
support new books, like lesson plans and worksheets. However, even more frequently
staff noted that access to MCL was an even greater concern. 33% of participants noted a
desire for greater accessibility to books and dedicated funding to be able to update their
classroom novel selection, while two more vaguely asked for more resources, which
could encompass staff PD, materials or books. One participant noted “additional funds to
purchase more diverse books and a bookshelf to display” them would be helpful.
Another said “access/availability to class sets of these novels” would help in their
planning and inclusion. These answers collectively asked for more tangible resources
being provided. Although school and classroom libraries were highlighted as a strength in
Peppercorn schools, curricular materials were an area of concern. Future research could
look at how the resources and materials available to staff increase the use of MCL in
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classrooms. If staff are given more access, does this eliminate a barrier? This was a
problem expressed by staff, but I believe we would need to delve further to determine if
access equates to a higher level of inclusion. Ultimately, to see a greater level of MCL
included in classrooms, staff will need these materials; without them, the second research
question of whether books are being updated in curriculum will never be answered in the
affirmative.
Climate in school and community
It is important to note the school and community climate around race was a heated
one. As noted previously, there were several racially charged incidents in Peppercorn
Township prior to the start of this study, and there had been many high-profile racial
incidents in our country over the past weeks and months. In recent discussions, the
concept of Critical Race Theory and its inclusion in schools has become an issue to be
debated pushing lawmakers and educators to answer questions like what topics can be
included in schools and whose version of history can be taught (Waxman, 2021). The use
of multicultural literature in schools is relevant to this discussion as educators introduce
books with non-mainstream characters into their classrooms and may be met with
concerns.
With so much focus on race relations and teaching in schools, educators,
administrators and school Board of Education members have received additional pressure
when making decisions about the inclusion of new materials (Time, 2021). One survey
respondent noted “If the BOE would allow/trust the professional educators to incorporate
diverse material in our classrooms with being afraid of the community’s backlash”. They
went on to note that the community and students were ready for these changes and should
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be allowed to be exposed to this updated content. I am not sure that the climate for
updating books in the canon would be as welcoming and open as was expressed in the
previous response. This could lead to greater care in the selection of multicultural
literature and hesitation to make changes, regardless of personal feelings or the desire to
make updates.
Additionally, the banning of books with controversial topics is not a new concept
and may be a consideration for educators as they introduce new texts. The American
Library Association received 330 challenges of books last fall alone, a number that is on
the rise from previous years (Harris et al., 2022). Although there is a wide variety of
books that are banned, and this concept is in no way limited to books by diverse authors
or with non-white characters, the need to provide justification for a book selection is
important and necessary for when a question is posed about a book’s value. Some
educators feared the repercussions of introducing a new book and being challenged by
the community. One participant stated that there is fear “of including a new novel and
hesitancy to advocate for the elevation of a new book worthy of study in class.” While
she said that the rubric could serve “as a way to open to the door to including
multicultural literature”, there was hesitancy in replacing the novels that many consider
classics with new novels, not just because of the reasons noted above, but also because of
the concerns that community members could bring forward if changes occurred.
There was also concerns from the participants around whether participants would
garner support from internal stakeholders. One participant said “I would really like to
update the curriculum! However, it takes a lot of time and involves a lot of other people
who might not be as receptive/open to changing it.” Because Board of Education
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members, central office staff and school administrators play such a critical role in the
selection and approval of literature, additional research could include these key
stakeholders and determine their comfort level in the selection of MCL, possibly using
Wilfong’s rubric as an aide to increase their comfortability.
Desire to change
The percentage of MCL included in the current canon is low in many schools.
Based on my analysis of the materials used at Peppercorn High School for the 2019-2020
school year, very few books were included that would fall in the category of MCL. Their
Eyes were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston, The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas,
and Siddhartha by Hermann Hesse were the only culturally diverse novels read in
English classes that year. As stated previously, African Proverbs and Arabian Nights
Units were included, all of which contain non-white European characters and some
classes completed single lessons surrounding other culturally relevant literature were
included, but most contained short stories as the literature utilized. With the creation of
the African American Literature course in 2020-2021, Peppercorn High School saw an
increase in MCL by 300% as this course included six full length novels with BIPOC
characters and authors. The first four months of the 2021-2022 school year yielded
similar results to that of 2020-2021, with minimal MCL in the mainstream English
courses and a full course of MCL in the African American Literature class. Although the
data presented above may show minimal progress, the interviews and surveys tell a
slightly different narrative.
There was a desire for the inclusion of multicultural literature and to update the
books currently used in the curriculum; 46% of those completing the post survey believed
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they would make a change to their curriculum based on the study. Out of the remaining
participants, four (26%) said they would not make a change, although three of these
participants noted that they were currently using MCL in their classroom and did not feel
a compelling need to update their practice.
Additionally, staff used actionable words in descriptions like one staff member
who noted she was “ordering” new books soon and another who said she was “even more
convinced” about the importance of updating her classroom novels. Another response
said, “I will purposely and thoughtfully choose novels that represent cultures I have not
covered in the past.” These responses showed that some staff had become more
comfortable taking action, such as ordering books while others had shifted their mindset
as to the importance of updating their curriculum, although this change has not yet come
to fruition. Despite the second research question being answered with a no, (there is not
more inclusion of MCL after the use of the rubric), this answer could change. As
curriculum takes time to be updated, it is possible that a longer timeline could allow for
additional updates.
Similarly, each of the three English teachers interviewed expressed a desire to
make changes to their curriculum. Megan, the most seasoned teacher of the three
interviewed, noted two ways she planned to update her class material. First was pulling in
small passages, which was seen occurring in some classes already when analyzing staff
lesson plans. Megan said she would bring in MCL “at least once a week” and “even if it’s
just a paragraph” to expose students to additional author’s perspectives. Megan expressed
a desire to order the book Clap by Elizabeth Acevedo and include that text beginning as
early as the 2021-2022 school year. Finally, Megan expressed the need to maintain the
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curriculum, but infuse new novels that were more high interest and considered the pairing
of books to be a possible solution. As example noted was to look at book like The Pearl,
a novel that is currently read, and pair it with a new, more updated and multicultural book
for comparison.
Anna noted a similar desire to include MCL like The Sun is Also a Star by Nicole
Yoon, not only for its strong multicultural portrayal of characters, but also for its literary
devices and strong writing. Anna was a bit more hesitant to be the first to make a shift to
a new novel because of her relatively short time in the district, but also believed, like
Megan, that a newly introduced multicultural novel “would have to be like a
supplement”, reading both the traditional book and the newly selected book to create a
“balanced relationship”.
Having heard from Kathryn the steps and timeline needed to select and utilize a
new book, it was no surprise that only four months into the school year, there did not
appear to be a change in literature. While Kathryn believed in updating her books and has
even made changes from one school year to the next to bring in books that she will “not
be bored teaching”, this process takes time. For books that are new or have not been
previously approved to be read in class, she notes “there’s quite a lapse in time”. Even if
a teacher is excited about a book, like she was about Home of the Brave by Katherine
Applegate, there are “proper channels” that must be gone through to secure a spot for this
book in her classroom including administrative and board approval, the purchasing of the
materials, even before all this, there may be a committee to read and evaluate books just
to get down to a final selection for inclusion. Despite the potential to be slowed down in
the process, Kathryn expressed a need and desire for change “change is vital because out
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students are changing. Every day they change. So why is our curriculum always gonna
be, ya know, still.”
Conclusion
The responses in the survey indicated that there was an increase in the teachers’
comfort level about reading multicultural literature and using the rubric. Additionally,
there was a decline in those participants reporting they are uncomfortable in selecting
MCL with authors or characters from varying backgrounds than their own. Although
there were critiques of the rubric, those interviewed noted that it served the purpose in
evaluating multicultural literature, despite lacking the ability to evaluate a book’s rigor.
Although the books read in the Peppercorn Township schools presently do not reflect a
change, there are some promising statements made in surveys and interviews that suggest
with additional time, updates could occur.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was two-fold. First, to determine to what extent the use
of a rubric for evaluating the strength of multicultural books allowed staff to feel more
comfortable when selecting culturally relevant texts. Second, to determine whether the
use of a rubric for evaluating multicultural literature increased the use of MCL in
classrooms. Data were collected through the collection of pre-study and post-study
survey data, interviews with English teachers and review of lesson plans from Peppercorn
School District. Participants utilized Wilfong’s rubric as the instrument to evaluate MCL
and submitted their scores for each book read.
As noted in Chapter 4, there were some promising results related to increases in
teacher’s comfortability, including an increased number of participants noting they
“Strongly Agree” with feeling comfortable when selecting texts with authors and
characters who are diverse. Additionally, the percentage of participants who scored their
comfort level from 3-5 on the pre-study, with 5 being “Strongly Disagree” decreased to
0% by the post study, showing that participants who were initially hesitant or less
comfortable had increased their comfort level. It was my hope that participants would
become more comfortable with selecting MCL using the rubric, and this would lead to an
increase in the inclusion of MCL in classes. However, approximately four months after
the completion of this study, there were no updates to the novels read in grades 9-12.
Increase In Comfortability
Based on the survey results and interview questions, teachers felt more
comfortable in the selection and utilization of MCL by the completion of the study. This
result was like that of Iwai (2013) whose study spent a semester working with pre-service
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teachers around the inclusion of MCL in their future classrooms and completing a project
around this work. A key difference was that the previous study required much more time
from the researcher, including facilitation of discussion and participant collaborated
throughout the semester. In the present study, I spent no time training participants,
participants did not need to complete any group projects or collaborate around the
research, and the participants still noted an increase in their comfort level. A
commonality in both studies is that exposure to MCL and allowing participants to
become more familiar with MCL, had a positive outcome in increasing comfortability.
Additionally, having Wilfong’s rubric as an instrument to use provided a set criterion
with which to evaluate the text participants read and allowed them to self- guide their
learning. This eliminated the need for a researcher or a course instructor, to dedicate time
to instructing or facilitating collaboration among participants.
Lack of Inclusion of MCL
The second finding in this study was that, despite teachers increased
comfortability, the inclusion of MCL, especially novels, did not increase in the four
months following the study. Despite participants expressing increased comfort, the
barriers noted in Chapter 4 such as materials, time, and the attitudes of stakeholders have,
thus far, may have hindered change.
Participant Attitudes around MCL
In 2006, Stallworth et al., completed a study to ascertain teachers’ perspectives of
multicultural literature use in the classroom. Overall, their findings showed that teachers
did not see relevance in updating their curriculum or teaching new books. Unlike that
study, the findings from the present study showed that participants believe multicultural
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literature is important and feel it would be valuable for students if it were included in
their classrooms. One participant wrote “I would be very excited if the applicable
departments began to implement some of these books into their curriculum.” Another
said, “I would love to include authors that represent the multicultural spectrum that is
reality”. Not only does this include the positively charged language of love, but the
phrase “that is reality” speaks to the implication that the current literature selection is not
reflecting the reality of the multicultural classrooms in which participants are teaching.
Additionally, all of those interviewed expressed a desire to include multicultural literature
and to share a diverse collection of books with their students.
Previous research noted that a teacher often determines or have a large influence
over the books included in classrooms, so the participants showing excitement is
important for future updates (Christenbury, 2006; Stallworth et al., 2006). This
excitement could translate into motivation to make updates and overcome barriers that
may arise. However, despite the positivity noted here and the increased comfortability
regarding MCL, there were no updates to the novels taught in Peppercorn High School in
the first four months of the 2021-2022 school year. It is important to discussion these
barriers as future research could find ways to overcome them.
Barriers Despite Positive Attitudes
Critical Race Theory says that it is not enough to recognize there are injustices in
our school system. Conversely, CRT pushes educators to take action to address these
disparities and to provide more opportunities for students to see themselves in the
materials used in our schools (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995). Although teachers reported
a desire to make these updates, changes had not yet occurred. Like the findings of
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Athanases (2006), teachers noted time and materials as major barriers to making updates
to MCL. It is crucial that schools and officials recognize that these barriers exist and
work to eliminate them so progress can be made going forward.
Staff must have access to a large selection of books and materials to utilize that
include a variety of characters and they must know how and where to access these
materials. For the purposes of this study, participants were provided a list of books that
the researcher created utilizing the school and community library search engines.
Participants had one location where they could access information about book choices
and knew where they could go to get these books. Providing this information eliminated
the need for participants to propose their own books or to complete a search themselves
to find books to select, unless they felt compelled to do so.
Going forward, staff must also have a knowledge of what books they have access
to in their school building and there must be a large supply of books by and about BIPOC
characters for staff to access. Does such a list exist in a curriculum supply room? Do staff
learn about new books that have been introduced into the library? One survey respondent
noted that the librarian at their school has been a strong leader in the purchasing of
multicultural books which have allowed teachers, staff and students to have access to
more MCL. However, if we as educators want to see updates in classroom text, additional
support may be needed.
Once staff have found books and begun to read them, the next step becomes time.
Back in 1995, Bigler and Collins completed a study around the implementation of
multicultural literature and introducing new books to classes instead of solely using the
outdated books in the canon. Three decades later, the “glacier slowness” they noted was
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holding back shifts in the inclusion of multicultural literature back then remains a
concern. A pervasive obstacle throughout the surveys and interviews was the resource of
time. The time it takes to gain approval to change curriculum, the time it takes to evaluate
a new novel and gain approval from the appropriate individuals to utilize it. The time it
takes to create new materials because some of the multicultural literature, being far more
new and less utilized, have far less resources created when compared to books in the
canon. One survey respondent noted that the study itself allowed her to prioritize
spending more time saying, “it encouraged me to read more this summer (more than
usual)”, which was a similar approach used by Athanases (2006) when he created a
summer institute to facilitate the reading of MCL with teachers in the summer. This, then
raises the question of whether the obstacle is the time commitment itself or whether it is
instead a re-allocation of time on the part of schools and districts to make the inclusion of
multicultural literature in classrooms a priority. Although interested staff may be willing
to engage in work over the summer, to increase buy in and participation, time should be
provided during the school year.
Challenges with Wilfong’s Rubric
Although many participants believed Wilfong’s rubric provided a helpful support
in the selection of MCL, one of the challenges noted with Wilfong’s rubric was that the
rubric did not allow participants to evaluate a text for its level of rigor.
Price-Dennis and Haddix (2013) completed a study to address the concern over
the inclusion of multicultural literature and the feeling that the introduction of these new
texts may lower the level of rigor present in classrooms. They found similar concerns as
noted by participants in surveys and interviews. For the future, the rubric could be used in
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concert with another rubric that looks at the rigor of a novel. However, this may not be
needed. For years, teachers have evaluated books to determine whether they should be
included in a course. As a teacher, I was often asked to look for literary devices in a book
or provide analysis based on the author’s craft, and I believe English teachers use this
skill regularly. Therefore, instead of abandoning these previous skills, teachers must
instead continue to use them, in concert with the newly introduced multicultural criteria
in Wilfong’s rubric to determine whether a novel meets all of the criteria for inclusion,
both in terms of rigor and if it is a strong work of MCL.
Each interviewee was able to name at least one book they believed scored well on
the rubric and also was rigorous enough to be taught in class. Anna believed The Sun is
Also a Star by Nicole Yoon could be utilized and included both a strong multicultural
literature component based on a strong score on the rubric as well as a rigorous set of
discussion points throughout the book. Kathryn believed Home of the Brave by Katherine
Applegate met these criteria, so much so that she successfully lobbied for its’ inclusion in
summer reading in the 2021 summer. Finally, Megan believed many books and essays
could potentially be included such as Brown Girl Dreaming by Jacqueline Woodson or
any book by Julia Alvarez. Therefore, although rigor and strong components of MCL are
separate, both are important and can be found in many texts if teachers take the time to
read books and find them.
Moving Past Barriers
The lesson to be taken away from this data is that strong works of MCL exist and
we as educators owe it to our students to include them in our schools. Research has
shown that students need to have both mirror and window texts included in their courses
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(Bishop, 1990; Solorzano, 2001). Feeling connected to the content in a book has been
found to improve student achievement (Garth-McCullough,2008) and students exposed to
MCL are better able to understand problems of power and privilege (Osorio, 2018). With
all of these benefits,
schools must prioritize the utilization of multicultural literature and provide tools to do
so. Anything less would be failing students.
This priority must be shared with staff and plans must be created to replace
existing novels with those more culturally diverse. Teachers consistently noted their
desire to provide more compelling, multicultural books to their students, but
simultaneously expressed a need for additional time to do so. Some also noted a need for
resources, of which Wilfong’s rubric could be one, but not the only one.
Implications for Practice
In 1989, Applebee conducted a national survey to find out the books that students
were reading in their high school English classrooms. 322 participants responded and the
results are listed in Figure 3 (below). In analyzing the materials presently used at
Peppercorn High School, every book listed under Public Schools in Figure 3 is currently
taught in an English course, with the exception of Huckleberry Finn. Since 1989, the
demographic of our country has changed substantially (Iwai, 2013). However, books
included in the high school curriculum have seen little change during this time (Mayle,
2021).
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Figure 3
Most Popular Books in High Schools 1989

In addition to these books, there were approximately twenty other books taught in
2019-2020 at Peppercorn High School, eighteen of which were written by White authors
and contained largely White characters. The two outliers were, Zora Neale Hurston’s
Their Eyes were Watching God, which has become a popular book to include in the
canon, written by an African American female (Stallworth et al., 2006) and The Hate U
Give by Angie Thomas, which has been recognized as a young adult novel that can be
used in classrooms to discuss racism in society in high school classrooms (Johnson et al.,
2018). While it was exciting to see some diverse books being taught, the vast majority of
materials, and therefore class time and discussions were focused on literature by White,
largely male authors. I firmly believe that what a school spends time teaching and invests
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money into buying shows their priorities and it is clear to me that texts by White authors
and about White characters remains the priority.
It is of paramount importance that updates are made. In order to do so, teachers
must have support in making changes to the curriculum from administrators, the school
board and the community. At a time when racial tensions exist and conversations
continue around what is acceptable to be taught in schools regarding race, this support is
even more critical. Without it, thirty years from now, we may continue to see the same
book list represented in schools.
The following steps should be taken to make these changes. Stakeholders
involved in the selection of curriculum should develop a timeline for the updating of
current literature selections in classroom, since time and resources will need to be
allocated. This plan must allow time for educators to read MCL and evaluate it using
Wilfong’s rubric, which was shown to increase staff comfortability.
Staff who are participating in this book selection would need to be provided the
books to read. Based on reports that the school libraries contain a variety of MCL, they
may be used as a resource, or the schools may need to purchase additional materials for
use.
After completing this process, administrators and the community would need to
be involved in the next steps that would allow these books to be included in future
courses. This would ensure that teachers update their book selection, and these new
diverse pieces of literature are taught in classrooms.
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Current Literature Utilized
Back when I began my study, a member of my dissertation committee posed a
question as to whether educators were evaluating current literature in a similar way as we
planned to do with the multicultural literature in this study. Based on responses in this
study, the answer is no, which is unacceptable. Concerns centered around whether
educators were evaluating MCL in a way they are not evaluating literature presently in
the canon. Are teachers providing this same level of scrutiny to the current books in the
canon that have been written by predominantly White authors and contain predominantly
White characters?
I asked those interviewed whether they believed the books currently taught would
score high on Wilfong’s rubric. All of them noted that these books would score poorly.
Megan reflected on The Pearl, a book she taught in some of her classes. She noted that
she wanted to be sure students felt “seen” and “that’s [her] struggle with The Pearl. Do
they really see themselves in that, ya know, I don’t”. This sentiment, in addition to
concerns expressed in interviews around how canonical texts would score in authenticity
of characters and settings is problematic. Educators should evaluate these canonical texts
with the same level of scrutiny to determine if they are still relevant works, if they are
meeting the needs of students and if they are needed to academically advance the
conversations happening in classrooms.
Participants who completed the post survey expressed a similar sentiment.
Responses included that Pride and Prejudice would score high in every area and that The
Giver would score low because it does not have a diverse set of characters. However, the
insight surrounding the canonical texts Of Mice and Men by Steinbeck and To Kill a
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Mockingbird by Harper Lee received some strong critiques. One respondent noted that Of
Mice and Men would score low because Steinbeck includes other cultures such as
African Americans and those with disabilities without any research in these areas. The
most poignant critique was that of To Kill a Mockingbird. As shown in Figure 3, this
book has been consistently included in high school classrooms for many years. The
response noted that the level of authenticity of the authors and how this impacted their
portrayal of the characters was crucial for a book to receive a strong score and she did not
believe that Lee developed the character of Tom Robinson enough based on her
experiences. She wrote “For instance, To Kill a Mockingbird has a .. very thin character
in Tom Robinson despite tackling the very real issue of racism at the time.” While the
points noted by the respondents above could be disputed, the level of analysis of the
books grounded in the rubric is a strong step forward in empowering teachers to analyze
all books for inclusion in courses.
So what should happen? Educators should continue to evaluate the literature
being introduced into classrooms to ensure they are high quality works that will support
students’ learning. Additionally, educators must also evaluate the value in continuing to
teach the books that are presently used in classes. If these books are no longer providing
value to students or if there are books that could teach the same literary concepts but
provide a different character’s viewpoint, these books should be changed. Educators
cannot accept that the books they have taught for years are the best books.
Limitations
This study is limited in several ways. First, this study was completed in a single
community with a predominantly white teaching staff and a small number of participants.
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Therefore, the data collected cannot be easily generalized to a larger or more diverse
group of participants. Although all staff members in grades 6-12 were invited to
participate, only 12% of the staff in these grades agreed to do so, which is a small
percentage of the overall body. Additionally, the staff members who participated in the
study and the teachers who participated in the interviews did so voluntarily. This could
cause the data to be skewed because those choosing to participate may already have
additional knowledge about multicultural literature or a desire to become more familiar
with this topic.
Another limitation is that although 22 participants completed the pre-study and
reading, only 15 completed the post study which made it impossible to link each
individual participant’s pre- and post- study data. Although this data was deemed
important for inclusion, it means that there cannot be a direct comparison of all scores.
Although including all staff provided some benefits as it allowed a wide array of
viewpoints, it also led to some staff expressing that they did not regularly use novels in
their classes due to their role in the school or the subject they taught. Therefore, although
these participants were willing to provide feedback on the rubric and read the books,
some survey responses were not able to provide additional content around text selection
and novel inclusion in classrooms.
Furthermore, the timeline for collection and reporting of data was short when
thinking about the timeline for updating curriculum in a school. Four months after the
study ended, I analyzed lesson plans for teachers to look for inclusion of MCL but did not
any changes to classroom novels. However, many participants noted that the timeline for
changes to classroom novels may take up to a year, so the timeline to see results may
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have been too short. Additional data may become available in the remainder of the 20212022 school year or in upcoming years, which could lead to a more positive result to the
study, but this data is not currently available.
Also, I was in a unique position as a researcher who also works as an
administrator in one of the two schools where this study was completed. This afforded
me opportunities as I knew many of the participants who completed these surveys and
interviews and may have had additional participants for this reason. Conversely, this is a
limitation as some individuals may have not bee as forthcoming with information because
I was part of the community or may have chosen not to participate for this reason.
Finally, my own personal perceptions and analysis regarding survey data and
interviews impacted these findings. Additionally, everyone who participated utilized their
own perceptions to evaluate books, which, despite a prescribed rubric is a subjective
process. Even with the use of the rubric, one participant stated “I will be honest that I did
not love the rubric. I thought it was rather subjective.” My own personal bias impacted
my analysis of data and means that another author might have different interpretations if
presented with the same data.
Recommendations for future research
When I started this research, I was hopeful to answer my research questions, to
determine how the rubric could support staff in evaluating MCL and to potentially see
updates to texts being taught at Peppercorn High School. Having completed this study, I
have found many new questions that I believe could benefit the field in future research
studies.
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Participants noted materials as a barrier to implementing MCL in their
classrooms. Future research could determine how accessibility to various materials
(MCL literature in the library, class sets of novels, lesson plans or handouts) may each
impact inclusion of MCL. Although staff responses implied that more access to materials
would lead to a larger shift in inclusion, I am not sure that this alone would cause a
change.
Additionally, many participants noted that including short stories, folktales or
items taken from the anthology used in class is easier than changing class novels.
Research could be done to see the level of MCL being used in these shortened forms and
to determine staff comfortability with the inclusion of these materials. If staff are
including these works at a higher level or feel more comfortable doing so, this could be a
way to infuse more MCL and see greater change in classrooms on a shorter timeline.
In future studies, researchers should consider solely including English teachers to
gather more in-depth data regarding the inclusion of novel length MCL. Including a
larger number of participants or those from a variety of cultural backgrounds could
provide additional insight on the topic of inclusion of MCL and staff comfortability.
Finally, future research might provide a longer timeline when analyzing updates to
materials, possibly something that spans beyond one full school year.
Furthermore, it would be beneficial to find schools and teachers who are doing a
strong job of infusing multicultural literature or that have made updated their book
selection to include MCL. Research could specifically look at what supports these
schools and teachers received to support these updates. In thinking about Wilfong’s
rubric, it would be helpful to study the pairing of this rubric with an additional
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intervention such as a professional development course to determine if additional added
supports have a larger influence on teacher’s perspectives and book selections.
In order to make change, teachers are the catalyst. In the surveys and interviews,
teachers were cited consistently as being the ones to read additional texts, to propose new
books, to create new materials and to lobby for new ideas to be presented to students.
Teachers in this study expressed a desire to update their literature, but despite expressing
desire to do so, had not made changes after four months of school. Therefore, additional
follow up on this specific study done in 1-2 years could analyze the literature used in
classrooms to see if a longer timeline in addition to the use of the rubric yields a higher
level of inclusion of MCL.
Conclusion
Multicultural literature like The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas and Their Eyes
were Watching God by Zora Neale Thurston have entered classrooms in Peppercorn
schools and around the country. In Peppercorn, the addition of an African American
literature class and the inclusion of some diverse summer reading books slightly changed
the literature used in classrooms. Providing staff members with Wilfong’s rubric to use
when reading MCL increased staff comfortability in selecting literature with diverse
characters and diverse authors. Not only did results show that more staff chose the
highest score of “Strongly Agree” around their comfort level with MCL, but no
participants chose the three lowest scores (3-5) at the conclusion of this study, showing
that participants who were hesitant at the start of the study were more comfortable by the
end. Finally, the actions, promises and reflections of staff in their post-survey responses
showed that participants are ready to make updates to the literature utilized. As with any
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movement, change or update, every person matters in moving forward, so even a small
shift can have a big impact on students. If each of the twenty-two participants were to
update even one facet of the school to include additional MCL, hundreds of students
could benefit from exposure to more mirrors and windows in their schools.
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APPENDIX A: BOOK LISTS
Book List- High School Library
The following books were part of the library prior to the initiation of this project.
Solo by Kwame Alexander
Swing by Kwame Alexander
Beloved by Toni Morrison
The Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou
Life Doesn’t Frighten Me by Maya Angelou
Even the Starts Look Lonesome by Maya Angelou
Dear Martin by Nic Stone
Jackpot All Bets are Off by Nic Stone
Odd One Out by Nic Stone
All American Boys by Jason Reynolds
The Boy in the Black Suit by Jason Reynolds
Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds
The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas
On the Come Up by Angie Thomas
Allegedly by Tiffani D. Jackson
Grown by Tiffani D. Jackson
Let Me Hear a Rhyme by Tiffani D. Jackson
Clap When you Land by Elizabeth Acevedo
The Poet X by Elizabeth Acevedo
With the Fire on High by Elizabeth Acevedo
Spin by Lamar Giles
Not so Pure and Simple by Lamar Giles
Fake by Lamar Giles
Everything Everything by Nicole Yoon
The Sun is Also a Star by Nicole Yoon
Children of Blood and Bone by Tomi Adeyemi
Children of Virtue and Vengeance by Tomi Adeyemi
Invisible Man by Ralph Waldo Emerson
The Water Dancer by Ta-Neihisi Paul Coates
Black Panther by Ta-Neihisi Paul Coates
Black Enough by Ibi Zoboi
Light it Up by Kekla Magoon
Nickel Boys by Colson Whitehead
Dream Country by Shannon Gibney
Their Eyes were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston
Native Son by Richard Wright
The Color Purple by Alice Walker
Monster by William Dean Myers
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Red at the Bone by Jacqueline Woodson
The music of what happens by Bill Konigsberg
Don’t Ask me Where I’m from by Jennifer De Leon
They both die at the end by Adam Silvera
Tigers, not daughters by Samantha Mabry
Becoming Beatriz by Tami Charles
Efrain’s secret by Sofia Quintero
How to Build a Heart by Maria Padian
Yaqui Delgado wants to kick your ass by Meg Medina
Tortilla Flat by John Steinbeck
Permanent Record by Mary Choi
This Time will be Different by Misa Sugiura
The weight of our sky by Alkaf Hanna
Loveboat, Taipei by Abigail Hing Wen
Crazy Rich Asians by Kevin Kwan
Lucy and Linh by Alice Pung
Caleb’s crossing by Geraldine Brooks
The Bean trees: A Novel by Barbara Kingsolver
Gardens in the Dunes: A Novel by Leslie Silko
Joe & Azat by Jesse Lonergan
The Last report on the miracles at Little No Horse by Louise Erdrich
The beauty of the moment by Tanaz Bhathena
Crow Mountain by Lucy Inglis
A girl like that by Tanaz Bhathena
Killer of Enemies by Joseph Bruchac
Ravenshadow by Winfred Belvins
Sky coyote: a novel of the company by Kage Baker
An uninterrupted view of the sky by Melanie Crowder
Searching for sky by Jillian Cantor
Into the Wilderness by Mandy Hager
The bungalow: a novel by Sarah Jio
All that I can fix by Crystal Chan
The Black Flamingo by Dean Atta
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County Library
The books listed below were found in the Burlington County Library System when
searching for books based on ethnicity. This may not be an exhaustive list.
Black Buck by Mateo Askaripour *
Black Bottom Saints by Alice Randall
The nickel Boys by Colson Whiehead
One night in Georgia: a novel by Celeste Norfleet
The Guardians by John Grisham
Roll of thunder, hear my cry by Mildred D. Taylor
The house of deep water by Jeni McFarland
Lakewood by Megan Giddings
Riot Baby by Tochi Onyebuchi
Everywhere you don’t belong: a novel by Gabriel Bump
The healer’s daughter by Charlotte Hinger
Confessions in B-flat by Donna Hill
If you come softly by Jacqueline Woodson
The Rock and the river by Kekla Magoon
Black boy White school by Brian F. Walker
A summer of Kings by Han Nolan
Rikers High by Paul Volponi
Fire from the Rock by Sharon M. Draper
Lies we tell ourselves by Robin Talley
How it went down by Kekla Magoon
Blak president: the world will never be the same by Brenda Hampton
New boy by Julian Houston
Forbidden by Beverly Jenkins
The last thing you surrender by Leonard Pitts
Everybody’s son by Thrifty Umrigar
Black Deutschland by Darryl Pinckney
When the Black girl sings by Bill Wright
One in a Million by Kimberla Lawson Roby
Riot by Walter Dean Myers
Mare’s war by Tanita S. Davis
A kind of Freedom: a novel by Margaret Wilkinson Sexton
A house divided by Kimberla Lawson Roby
Binti- The Night Masquerade by Robin Miles*
Binti Home by Nnedi Okorafor*
The Deep by Rivers Solomon*
Transcendent Kingdom by Yaa Gyasi*
Kindred by Octavia Butler*
Libertie by Kaitlyn Greenidge*
The Astonishing Life of Octavian Nothing by M.T. Anderson*
The Jury by Steve Martini*
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Brendan Buckley’s Sixth Grade Experiment by Sundee Tucker Frazier*
Books with a * are listed as science/science fiction.

Middle School Book List
The following books were found using a book search engine and also provided by
the Librarian.
“New Kid,” Jerry Craft (Newbery Award Winning Book, Graphic Novel, African
American)
“Class Act,” Jerry Craft (Graphic Novel, African American)
“Free Lunch,” Rex Ogle (African American)
“Rebound,” Kwame Alexander (African American)
“Genesis Begins Again,” Alicia D. Williams (Newbery Award Winning Book, African
American)
“Other Words for Home,” Jasmine Warga (2020 Newbery Award Winning Book,
Multicultural, written in poetry style)
“Each Tiny Spark,” Pablo Caraya (Latino)
“Marcus Vega Doesn’t Speak Spanish,” Pablo Cartaya (Latino)
“The Downstairs Girl,” Stacey Lee (Asian)
“Before the Ever After,” Jacqueline Woodson (African American)
“Refugee,” Alan Gratz (Award-winning book, Multicultural)
“Fighting Words,” Kimberly Brubaker Bradley (Newbery Award Winning Book,
Diverse, two sisters, one white, one African American)
“Lucky Broken Girl,” Ruth Behar (Latino)
“Some Places More Than Others,” Renee Watson (African American, Author won
Newbery and Coretta Scott King Award)
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“The Dragon Egg Princess,” Ellen Oh (Asian fantasy, author is cofounder of ‘We Need
Diverse Books’)
“Amal Unbound,” Aisha Saeed (Multicultural, set in Pakistan)
“Ghost,” Jason Reynolds (African American)
“The Forgotten Girl,” India Hill Brown (African American, suspense)
“Stat, Home Court,” Amar’e Stoudemire (African American)
“When You Trap a Tiger,” Tae Keller (Newbery Award Winning Book, Multicultural)
“The Thing About Luck,” Cynthia Kadohata (Asian)
“Box, Henry Brown Mails Himself to Freedom,” Carole Boston Weatherford, (Newbery
Awarding Winning Book (African American)
“The Crime of All Crimes, Toward a Criminology of Genocide,” Nicole Rafter
(Nonfiction, Genocide targeted against diverse minorities, Indonesian, Cambodian,
Rawandian, Armenian, Jewish, Guatemalan, Namibia)
“Sonia Sotomayor, U.S. Supreme Court Justice,” Alex Van Tol (Nonfiction, third woman
to serve on Supreme Court and first person of Hispanic heritage to sit on the court)
“Hidden figures : the untold true story of four African-American women who helped
launch our nation into space,” Margot Lee Shetterly
“The African American Kitchen: food for body and soul,” Geroge Erdosh (The Library of
African American Arts and Culture)
“African American Inventors & Scientists,” Joanne Randolph
“Surprising Spies, Unexpected Heroes of World War II,” Karen Gray Ruelle (Nonfiction,
features spies of all different and diverse backgrounds during WWII)
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APPENDIX B: PRE-STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE
Part 1: Demographics
Initials:
Date:
Grade Level/Subject:
1.

What’s your gender?
a.
Female
b.
Male
c.
Non-Binary
d.
Other

2.

What’s your ethnicity?
a.
Caucasian
b.
African American
c.
Pacific Islander
d.
Asian
e.
Native American
f.
Hispanic
g.
Other (please clarify):___ _____________

3.

Your education level?
a.
Bachelor’s
b.
Master’s
c.
Endorsement
d.
Doctorate
e.
Other

4.

Years of teaching experience: ______

5.

Please indicate about how many of your students this year are:
a.
Caucasian _____
b.
African American _____
c.
Pacific Islander ____
d.
Asian ____
e.
Native American _____
f.
Hispanic ____
g.
Other (please clarify):
___________________________________________
Part 2: Multicultural Literature
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6.

How do you define multicultural literature? ___________

7.

I use multicultural literature in my classroom:
a. Never
b. Not very often
c. Sometimes
d. Most of the time
e. Always

8.

Please explain how and when you use multicultural books. _____

9.

How do you locate and select literature for your class?

10.

Are there any topics you consider too sensitive to use in class?

11.

How many multicultural books do you have in your classroom?
a.
Less than 10
b.
11-15
c.
16 - 20
d.
21 – 25
e.
26 – 30
f.
30 – 35
If more than 35, how many? ________
Part 3: Book Selection
Using the scale below, please circle the number that best corresponds to your
level of agreement with each statement.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
12.
I feel comfortable selecting texts to read by authors who come
from a different cultural background than I do.
1……..2……..3……..4……..5
13.
I feel comfortable selecting texts to read with characters who have
a different cultural background than I do.
1……..2……..3……..4……..5
Please answer the questions below including as much detail as possible.
14.
Do your selections include writers from diverse backgrounds and
experiences and if so, how?
15.
Do you include book-length works from authors of non-European
descent? Why or why not? Which authors of non-European descent do you
include?
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APPENDIX C: POST STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Insert your selected 4 digit number that was created and used on your pre-test
and surveys. If you do not remember this number, please enter the number 0000.
2. How do you define multicultural literature?
3. Are there any topics you consider too sensitive to use in class?
4. I feel comfortable selecting texts to read by authors who come from a different
cultural background than I do.
5. I feel comfortable selecting texts to read with characters who come from a
different cultural background than I do.
6. Based on your work this summer, do you believe you will make any updates to
your classes/curriculum or in your current role?
7. Please explain your response to the previous question.
8. What additional supports might you need in place to make changes in your role
or classroom?
9. Were there any books that you read that you felt scored different than what you
would have expected? EX: A high score for a book that you did not enjoy?
10. Did you find any portions of the rubric difficult to score?
11. Reflect on a book you have read previously that was not a work of
multicultural literature. Name the book. How do you think it would score on the rubric?
Why?
12. Do you have any other thoughts/ideas/ feedback based on this rubric or the
experience of reading MCL?
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS
-Introduction
-Framing around anonymity/purpose of study
Interview Questions for reading teachers
•

Can you discuss your rationale used when choosing literature to read in your
class?

•

How has the present study impacted your viewpoint on the books you are
currently teaching in your courses?

•

How has the present study impacted your current class syllabus or list of material
to use in your classes?

•

If you have not updated your reading list/ materials for this year, why not? What
are the obstacles you see in doing so?

•

How will the reading you completed impact your teaching this year?

•

What is your comfort level with selecting Multicultural literature? How has this
comfort level changed throughout the study?

•

What would you want or need to make you even more comfortable when
selecting multicultural literature? What supports would you want in place?
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APPENDIX E: INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS
Kathryn Interview Transcribed
R= researcher
P= participant
R: Nothing super earth shattering, I have like a handful of questions to try to think
through like a little bit more of like what you, your experience with reading, what’s your
experience with multicultural literature, what were your thoughts as you were reading
some of the books over the summer, kind of all of that. Um, so can we start with what’s
your experience teaching reading or teaching in general?
P: Ok, so I’ve been teaching for about 10 years now. I’ve taught everything starting from
kindergarten all the way up to 5th grade, so I have um some varying degrees of experience
with different curriculums as well so um when I went to school, when I went to grad
school at Rutgers it was all about balanced literacy and it was very much like the
phonemic and also you know like everything that was a --- and I started working at
Lumberton and um that’s where I started getting introduced to Lucy Cawkins and her
program and how to use books as like doing clubs how to really um ya know and that
program is intense, it’s got its own rubrics, it’s got its got its own units that are really
unique and its, ya know, some criticize it and say it’s kind of a cueing program, like
geared to kids that are struggling, but I learned a lot of strategies, and I learned a lot of
different things that work for different learners and um, so I did that, ya know, K-5. I
come here to Cinnaminson, where we have more novel based, where things are of course
still core curriculum content is always at the forefront, but there is a little more flexibility,
I find, in um in what you are selecting text wise, novel wise, so, yeah 10 years combined
of ya know programs, and for different kind of learners.
R: Yea, yea. Have you gotten any training about Multicultural literature ever in your
teaching time?
P: I will say with the Cawkins curriculum she has beautiful lists of books that she
suggests for different grade um ranges according to her leveled DRA system and I think
that that was a great source to kind of springboard authors that might be interesting to
include in the classroom.
R: yea
P: Library and to include um in order to you know teach a lot of that SEL that we are
focused on and really be teaching about some of the positive character attributes so I
found that if there was one go to that I even use now it’s really checking out what what
her understudies and what um the people who hone her curriculum are recommending. It
kind of gives me abreast of what’s new and where we are headed next. Um and ya know,
some different voices, that kids haven’t maybe heard within the classroom.
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R: How about in school? Did you ever take multicultural lit classes or anything that
talked about that?
P: Uh, don’t I can’t recall. I’m not gonna say I did. It was that long that maybe it just
wasn’t something that was on the plate, wasn’t really, forthcoming, unfortunately.
R: So how much have you gotten to pick the books you teach in this classroom? Like
what’s your flexibility with that?
P: I think the anthology we use um, the whole McDoogal Literature gives the flexibility
because there’s countless narrative nonfiction, poetry, there’s short stories that are from
so many different authors that really give kids a nice range of exposure and I mean
you’ve got your Langston Hughes, you’ve got, you have uh voices that are important for
these kids to hear from that ya know span generations so I feel like there is flexibility in
the short text. I feel when it comes to the novel base that we include, that’s more slow in
coming. Not that there isn’t because we need to go through the proper channels of
having the book go through all of the, ya know, ya know the whole gamete , the whole
gamete and then board approved and purchased and then, ya know, it’s really
unfortunately, it’s it’s there quite a lapse of time there and you wish, you kind of get
excited about a book and you’re like “Oh let me just incorporate it this year, I read it over
and the summer” and then sometimes it’s not as quick.
R: Yea, yea. So how do you pick in the anthology which stuff to pull or what’s your
rationale or if you were gonna propose a new book, like what would you be looking for?
P: So, like actually, I’ll tell you for the summer reading that was really big in our
districts, one of the books I suggested to the committee was Home of the Brave that we
did end up using this year. Home of the Brave is by Katherine Applegate. It uh really
tells a story about a boy who is caught in the middle of civil war in Sudan in the 1980’s
um so it relates to um a story of becoming a refugee here in Minnesota.
R: Oh Wow
P: Um you talk about a setting change, like drastic and although Katherine Applegate
never lived in Sudan, doesn’t come from that culture, she really writes beautifully
because of the level of research she does and the interviewing that she did and really
trying to bring across to this I would say like grade 5 grade 6 student would be what that
refugee experience is like and um, really what that culture, that ya know, manhood in that
culture what it entails, what life on the daily would be, it’s a beautiful thing, so we
actually chose it to be one of the three books that are suggested for 6th grade incoming
CMS students and the students that did read it, they were blown away it was so
beautifully written like in verse and so there’s a lot of figurative language as well, so
what I’m getting at is it also really teaches us ---- right, illusion, imagery, all those things
so you can still keep really a high level of teaching as well as students getting a chance to
hear a voice that is someone common and so for me to pick something that I think is, I
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mean I want to always pick something that is different, that they are going to be like, I
read that book, It’s like no other book,
R: Right
P: and then you want one that’s got the rigor, that’s got the things that you need to hit that
year, and then you want kids to really like think a little more globally, that’s for me the
big three.
R: I think it’s really great to hear you think about the reading levels, right because I’ve
talked to some other folks that are like we love Jason Reynolds and he has such great
topics but there’s no sophistication to his writing and so that’s a real struggle, ya know, in
a high school, ya know, of like how do I
P: You can’t turn a blind eye to that…
R: Right absolutely.
P: You can’t do that. Like I feel like I should never do that.
R: right, sure, sure
P: The standard is here, so I know where you are coming from,.
R: So it’s good to hear that there are books that show that balance. Um, Are there any
books that you read over the summer that you think you might wanna incorporate or you
thini that would be worth going through the process…
P: Yea, One book I talked to CK or emailed him about in addition to the one that we just
adopted, we don’t have it in the building yet, but I hear it’s being ordered, there’s one
called Some Places More than Others , ohh, who is that author, it’s on that list that we
were given, and it details, um, the story of a young girl who lives in the West Coast of the
US and her father needs to go back to his roots over in Harlem and so, yes you have the
layer of the story about identity, then you have the layer of the story about the Harlem
Renaissance, which is beautiful because you know, they kind of dovetail into Langston
Hughes, they dovetail into places in Harlem that can be visited modern day to learn about
that, so it’s not just that we have a character with a minority and what their identity is but
it ties into history. It ties into who we are as a nation and as a region. New YoP is
something these kids do sometimes have experience with.
R: Sure.
P: So, um that would be a book, um, Renee Watson, that’s the author. Renee Watson.
R: I was gonna guess that. I think ‘veI read that.
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P: And it was, I felt like it wasn’t just ya knowlike , one layer, you know, one like very
surface thing, it hit other things as well. The story was complex enough. Um, I felt like
it was appropriate for school , again, something you want to be comfortable teaching it.
So that would be one I would love to have uh incorporated sooner rather than later.
R: In thinking about kind of the rubric and in thinking about how we think about
literature, are there any books that you question that are in your syllabus now or that you
think wouldn’t stack up well?
P: No, I think what we have in the syllabus now woPs, but again, they’re dated. The
problem that when I go in the library and see what we have in the shelves is that it’s a
great book, I love that book, but is it going to have the same effect on this generation
reading this book as when I was growing up. Is some of the context here unrelatable. If
so, I’m already up against it with engagement.
R: yea, yea.
P: So, love it but. Then when you think about how much time takes to get through a
novel, you invest so much time that you want to make sure it hits exactly where, you
know, it needed to target,
R: right, right, yea. We were talking a little bit yesterday about the Pearl is one of the
books we teach at the high school and I think some of it is the old school pieces. Also, in
thinking about the rubric, we were like, I don’t know if it would match up or not. Like
would it feel like this is like an authentic setting that like you’re ya know, the author was
invested in, maybe.
P: No. No. If you felt strongly enough you should just be able to confidently say yea it is.
It’s unfortunate when we can’t.
R: And I think, ya know some of the criticism I took in doing using this rubric to score
only multicultural literature was so why don’t we look at all literature then. And if we
took the Pearl or some other traditionally incorporated in the canon book, could they
match up with the rubric too, cause then it’s just a good rubric and then we probably
could use it to look at our syllabus across the gamet. If it only woPs for multicultural
literature, then it’s probably not as strong of a, you know, of a tool, so I think that’s
something that I’ve been kind of like thinking about. I don’t know if you have any….
P: I mean I do, I… I think the rubric serves this purpose for this study
R: Right
P: I don’t feel that I can compare it to other rubrics I’ve used and the reality of our
classroom, I, I think it would have to be modified.
R: Yea
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P: Yea, yea I do think it needs woP to encompass, ya know, and somehow include the
core content, ya know, you can’t, again like it’s hard but if you have a rubric that’s so
lengthy and difficult to use then you don’t want to use it, um, but I do think it needs a
little bit more of that as well.
R: Yea, that makes sense. Yea, and I think it’s like a whole school of thought, right, of
like the multicultural piece is so very important then it’s like right, but are we sacrificing
the rigor piece for the other pieces. And yea, um, let’s see. What do you feel like your
comfort level was with selecting multicultural literature or reading it or thinking about
teaching it to students before, is that the same now, anything different?
P: Ok, So what stayed the same is I always feel like I have to really read through the book
with an objective lens, like is this book going to make any student feel uncomfortable, it
it going to make them feel ya know, or is it going to make them feel included, like how
will this impact my audience here. That’s always stayed the same and that’s always my
litmus test, whether I can actually use it, um, what’s changed I guess the level that I look
at it, like has this author researched, is this really grounded in ya know, uh relatable
experience, is this too resonate as truth here, does this seem more fabricated, I guess I
kind of funnel it through that.
R: Yea
P: Moreso than I used to.
R: Yea. Is there something you think would help you or other educators be even more
comfortable with using multicultural literature?
P: I think if we it would be nice, in the interest of time we are always like I would love to
read this, I would love to read that. But if we had I guess if we had sort of like a
committee that could be like hey these are the two grade levels that I’m woPing on and
I’m really looking over the next year or two to give you guys options of books you could
use, um, here’s a heads up on what’s really good and like what how it correlates with
standards and here are some things you need to be aware of or you need to make sure
you’re comfortable with or the subject matter you know, I think if we had something
more in house over a stretch of time so I feel like it would be enough time for people to
get acquainted uh, and then, ya know, move, ya know move through the cycle then
bringing it over to the kids. I know that that sounds like a big bite, but I think if
something’s in house people feel like they can bite into it.
R: Yea, you talked a little bit about the timeline. How long do you think it actually takes
if you found the book that you mentioned before, how long does it take to get it vetted
through all the people? A school year? Less than that?
P: Well, I guess it wouldn’t even take a school year. Ya know, given that enough people
were going to have enough time to review it and then it gets on the board agenda, then it
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gets approved then it actually gets purchased, I mean you are talking months. And
sometimes, when you don’t know when exactly you are going to get the books, then you
need to plan for plan B. So, you gotta, I guess you are going to have to give it a full year.
R: Yea, yea well and somebody talked about like what’s the materials lift look like. I
imagine you teach some of the same things every year where you are able to reuse some
of the materials,
P: Right, yea,if, if the book is that good, so that’s why there’s got to be that buying in,
this is something that and I’ll be honest with you, I’m not doing the same books I was
doing last year just because I’m bored. I didn’t want to, listen I’m not doing Fever of
1793 again, during the middle of a pandemic again, yes you can make the correlation of
what it was like and all but now we have like covid fatigue, I’m not doing it this year. I
think if you love a book, and I’m maybe the wrong person to be interviewed because I
find something I love in every book, I feel like I may be an easy sell on a book, but I
think if you feel comfortable, for me, as an educator saying, this book is that good. I’m
going to be able to hit all of the figurative language, I hit ya know, plot structure, great
charact- if I feel that strongly like about a book, I will do it year to year.
R: yea yea
P: but it has to be the material has to I guess fit that bill. So if you feel that strongly
about a book, I think you will do it from year to year. I know there are definitely short
stories I do from year to year because I love the level of engagement, and I love the level
of conversation and discussion from it, I think it’s just going to be that good. Otherwise,
we don’t even want, I would hate to spend money on on a book that is only going to hit a
very small amount of the kids I teach and is forgettable. It’s gotta be that good.
R: How do you feel like the kids react to the books you have now? Are they bought it?
Are there more some than others?
P: I think it’s always more some than others. Uh, especially when they know themselves
as readers and some of them are just discovering that around this time. Like what genres
they prefer and what they’re really interested into um so I always keep that in the
forefront. Like what’s going What do my kids need right now? The novel we are doing
now is Wonder, it’s not like it’s a very high level but it’s it’s very good for bonding a
class, it’s very good for some of those issues that we’re wrestling with getting back to
school. Like everybody back to school so I feel like I I would say three quarters of them
are bought in and the other twenty five is that the the process of reading gets in the way
so then you are dealing with that which you have to tease out how many with any book
you put in front of them is going to they’re going to approach as a task and as a challenge
that they don’t feel that they’re up to. That’s a reality more today than it was years ago.
R: Just because I don’t know much about the processes here, how do kids interact with
the library? Right, like I remember when I was in there there was a beautiful selection of
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multicultural lit but like I don’t know are kids going in and checking those out, what’s
your sense?
P: Yes, absolutely and our librarian is phenomenal. She’s always getting new stuff and
the kids do like it. I think that I try to take them as often as I can to check out books and
they’re always really eager. And again, are there a few kids that are like just going to
roam around and pretend I’m shopping, yea, but I’m only just, ya know, kind of window
shopping and then there’s kids who are just like “Can we go back to the library?” but no
there’s always a good variety of whatever kind of book and Mrs. Sickler’s always like if
you’ve have like series that you’ve heard of, I’ll order it so she’s really open she’s like
such a great resource.
R: Wow, that’s awesome.
P: She’s just phenomenal. She’s contracted with Kensington Publishing so she’s an actual
writer. She writes like um kitchen mystery books.
R: Oh wow.
P: yea, so she’s like,
R: That’s cool
P: very cool,right, so I think like we are very lucky to have her. Yea, she’s really, she’s
really cool.
R: Yea, the only other thing I can think of and then if you have any other things, I was
talking a little bit about like how do we get buy in from the people who don’t believe this
is a thing, right who are just like all the books we’ve always used are great, how do we
get them to be bought into the like new books we are bringing in, that especially if
they’re a white person who doesn’t see the value in having a book that looks like not like
them.
P: Yea
R: Yea, what do you think?
P: I think you have to try it. I think until you try it with your kids and see firsthand how
they engage with it, how um, and I saw that with Home of the Brave, ya know, having a
12 year old boy black, ya now Afric- Sudanese boy even though the culture is different, I
had some of my black male students that gravitated towards it, and enjoyed the book, and
so, I think we just have to make a small like, maybe make a small goal of including one
novel or including one unit with ya know, various people groups, whatever they,
whatever, not mandate a certain eth-, ya know, not mandate so you give some flexibility,
and some choice, but then, then have them report back like ok, now that you’ve done it,
what was the experience. Was there any benefit to your students that you could ya know,
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either anecdotally share or any data that like, anything that you have, so I think until you
try it, you don’t know. I think that’s what it is and I don’t think that, um, I don’t think
that overall people are resistant, I think they just maybe don’t feel as comfortable because
they haven’t done it and so maybe there’s just the fear of the unknown or where is this
coming or what to include and listen, there are some books, I’ll be very candid with you,
there are some books that I read and I didn’t like because they were talking about
incarceration and they were talking about, you know, police and and in a role that is
important and and valuable but also being portrayed in a way I didn’t think was
responsible. And so, I think that ya know, maybe educators somewhat might think Am I
going to be forced to teach into this or how comfortable am I going to be presenting this
or discussing this and I don’t think anybody should be made to feel ya know like on the
spot with that either but if there’s like some flexibility of what they can choose, I think
that we will get a little farther that way.
R: Cool. Any other thoughts from any other reading you did or just about multicultural
literature in general?
P: I dunno, I think I’ve always included it, so it wasn’t something that you know I never
fixed a label on it, I just had varying characters from all different kinds of walks, so it
wasn’t, so this, so what I did this summer didn’t feel different to me except then having
to analyze it through the rubric, that where I felt like, oh, ok, well I never thought of it
that way, never really thought of who is this author, ya know what is their background
and how it connects to the book.
R: I agree, well and I don’t know, I don’t know that we were taught to do that, as people
who, like I, I was reading since I was looking at books, my mom’s a reading teacher, I
don’t think we were ever like, tell me what Dickens qualifications are, no, I think cause it
was just in the canon, already right, so it’s like never been something we’ve had to do.
That’s a really good point.
P: And I don’t know if we have to do that,
R: Yea, fair.
P: It’s nice that we can, but I also don’t think like ya know if, if a person is not of that
background of that culture writes about an experience of this fictional character, if it is
researched well, or if it has, if it has substance, or if it has a positive theme, like, do we
just throw it in the trash because of who wrote it or do we look down on it,
R: Right
P: because it isn’t, because it doesn’t fit like or score the 4 or whatever on a cer-, I think
that’s the opposite of where we want to go, I don’t think we want to go that way.
R: Agree
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P: I would hate to see that. I would hate to want to write about an experience and say it
wasn’t valid, so I wouldn’t want the other way .
R: yea, so it’s interesting, right, is that this rubric had three points, so you could be not
from that background but have researched. Nearly every other rubric I’ve seen had two.
You either got a point because you were from that background, or you didn’t if you
weren’t. It didn’t matter how much you researched.
P: Then what’s the message?
R: Agreed.
P: Then there’s no room for or for someone who maybe their heritage is there but they,
like they are second generation, so then like how do you even quantify that.
R: Right, I agree which is why I was like that feels crazy. It feels crazy to just say you
are or you’re not and that’s what makes or breaks the book.
P: Yean and then you just start to get a little sour on a rubric (laughs)
R: Sure, no for sure.
P: Any rubric where you are forced, I feel like for me when I’m forced between this or
that, no one wants, no one wants that. So and I, then you think of this creative process of
writing and where people even more so might feel like they don’t want to be put in this or
that.
R: yea, yea
P: Even more so.
R: Ya know, I agree.
P: yea, so , where’s just a space to just be human and just write from what you see. I
mean I think that’s the only (inaudible)
R: And I think what’s hard right, is like a lot of the research has said that a lot of the
teachers are not incorporating multicultural literature it’s because they feel like they don’t
know how to pick good books, right so I think the rubric is one attempt at a way to try to
quantify how you pick good books. I just don’t know how else you do it if not that way.
Right, if somebody’s saying right I’m just, I’m not picking a new book because I’m
comfortable with what’s in the canon now, I don’t know how else we give them support,
and maybe it’s not like PD’s and trainings that do something else.
P: Again, I guess, you know what, I might have felt the same way if I didn’t have the
Cawkins background. I might have been in that kind of in that line of thinking as well,
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but I’ve always had access or I’ve always known where to go and they’re so big on that at
Columbia, I mean they would send teachers over to Columbia all the time to learn about
multicultural literature, like different kinds of like, it’s a teaching college. It’s always
been…
R: So maybe training is what you’re saying.
P: Yea, I went to Rutgers. It’s a, ya know, state research, like it’s heavily based on
research, and I think maybe we need to look at that part of our job title.
R: Yea, Yea
P: Ya know and maybe we need to make time for teachers to be able to get comfortable
by having time to renew things or maybe periodically maybe like ya know every maPing
period or so maybe just having a senior coll- or just a colleague that’s willing to just say
hey I read these three books, these are great books for our grade level. Wanna meet can
we just share a couple chapters, maybe like maybe just include it in what we are doing in
house. Again, if it’s not in house, then you like we trust each other, you know. If I
suggested something to someone, they’d say ok, I’ll give it a go but I think it has to be
something we feel like is on our terrain not something that’s just somewhere else and
kind of supplied to us and time to do that, of course,
R: Which is such a resource, I know, I know…
P: Yea, and yea, you can’t. I think that’s just the nature of teaching. You can’t rely on
what you knew ten years ago, I mean science folks can’t do it. So, I think we do. We
need to constantly look at the world we live in. Listen, 20 years ago we weren’t doing
9/11 and now we are, and you know what, we should. And change.
R: I agree.
P: I mean it’s vital. Change is vital because our students are changing. Everyday they
change. So why is our curriculum always gonna be, ya know, still.
R: Cause it’s easier.
P: I don’t know if it’s easier if you’re bored out of your mind.
R: Fair.
P: It’s not easier for me. Like, if I’m bored out of my mind, like I- it’s it’s just not. I
wouldn’t want to get observed doing something I didn’t love doing.
R: Right.
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P: I would hate that. It wouldn’t be a good lesson. Like I have to be in the middle of
something that I believe in and I enjoy.
R: Yea
P: Maybe I’m just lucky that way.
R: How do we replicate you?
P: I love what I do. I would talk to anybody about any book anytime. Like I would lo- I
joke to my friends I go “ I do book club all day. What do you th-?” Ya know. I don’t. I
mean, we’re …. I’m teasing but at the same time, I was like I get to read books and then I
can talk about them. That’s a dream for me.
R: Absolutely.
P: so, yea I feel we just need to get our feet wet in it a little bit more. I think the library
has come a long way. We have a lot more of different kind of books that the kids need
and just availability to material is really great. Ya know, maybe even getting some, I
don’t know, like if they even exist but like consultants that could talk about or maybe ya
know, I know the district might be looking into new language arts material in the like the
near future. I know this (shows book) we can’t even get access to the online anymore so
we have this, the teacher’s edition and all of these things, the components in here that we
could access online. The company said unless we purchase the whole curriculum again
because it’s 10 years old, they will not give us a license to access online.
R: Wow
P: So now we are talking about copies, ya know, paper stuff. We went through a
pandemic. Oh my gosh.
R: Ugh
P: Now that, that’s a heavy lift when you no longer have a digitial resource. So I think
maybe in looking ahead, and considering other curriculum, which eventually we will,
whenever that is, I think we need to keep in mind, ya know what the resources are, maybe
consultants that would come out and help with doing some of that heavy lifting. Here’s a
great, here’s three great books that you can use as like your mentor texts. I mean I guess
if you get your feet wet with mentor texts. Just a thought.
R: I think it’s a good one. That’s crazy, they just turned off your access. Yea, it’s fine
you don’t need access.. (mumbling). That’s why they make things so that they break
every few years, right so you have to buy a new one.
P: Yup, yup, I discovered that.
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R: Cool, well thank you so much. It was so good to talk.
P: No, thank you.
R: I mean I like talking about books.

Megan Transcribed interview
R=researcher
P= participant
R: I don’t think it will be anything earth shattering Alright, I think it’s just kind of be like
your experience a little bit and then like what you thought reading these multicultural
books that I’m sure you have like your own experience with tons of books so, uh, first I
was just wondering like what was your experience teaching reading, how long have you
been doing it for? What kind of classes have you taught?
P: Ok, so I started about 25 years ago. Um, my first job was in Hillside, New Jersey and
it was a pretty urban district, um and there was a huge disconnect with what was in the
textbook to the type of student I was teaching and I had great mentors who gave, ya
know, help to pull in some texts that we can connect with these kids so that was my very
first introduction to this idea beyond the typical like white literature um was to pull in
stories, short stories and novels, that it was few and far between.
R: Yea
P: Ya know so we I always read, my go to people are Walter Dean Myers always and he
hits it’s every kid that pass through my classroom
R: Yea
P: Um, Now it’s Jason Reynolds. I just love him and like just recently like within the
past 10 years I’ve started to see and pull in more young adult authors to try to get them to
connect so I think I’ve been pretty much immersed in this (laugh)
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R: Yea
P: and for me it was always about for me in my first year teaching in Hillside was about
how do I get these kids to buy into this this education and um, how are, do they see
themselves in our book. We did an African Folk tale that’s when they came alive.
R: that’s cool
P: So we spent the rest of the year just looking at African American authors and African
folk tales.
R: Yea
P: and I’m just pushing in reading strategies all
R: Yea
P: So
R: Yea
P: So, it’s always the challenge, at least once a week, who can I bring in, even if it’s just a
paragraph that is not what they would consider, what any kid or adult would consider a
typical passage.
R: Yea. Have you gotten any specific training in to teach multicultural literature?
P: Not. Well, as an undergrad, I had one course and it was all about the salad bowl. Um,
I’m trying to think. And well, I did have an African American literature course, um
which was fantastic,
R: Yea
P: But, as an under, ya know, that was part of my major at Rowan, um, as an undergrad
but nothing other than that.
R: So how do you choose books for class, like what’s your rationale, and like what
process do you use if you’re gonna like to bring in a book you haven’t done before.
P: Well one, because I only teach small groups, if I it’s usually what I’ve read, so if I read
it and think ohhh, I can match this with a student, I’m gonna bring it in. Um, We, J- and I
have our students read for homework so a lot of times, I do student recommendations, um
like, (moves over to book shelf) Monday is Not Coming, this is Tiffany Jackson
R: Oh, she’s good.
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P: Yea, so I did not know but someone pulled this a couple years ago, a student, they
came in and said “You have to read this….” So now I have two copies so we can book
buddy and um, that’s how I discovered her.
R: yea
P: So I do a lot of student suggestions and a lot of my own research.
R: Yea, Cool
R: Did you feel like during the time where we were like doing the presurvey and the
reading that you gained anything from that.
P: Well, In a way, I was like, oh I am doing a really good job (laughing). So it kind of
affirmed what we do in this reading course and we always try to structure it first and
foremost with each individual students and the luxury of having small groups allows that.
If we didn’t have that luxury, I can open that door or push through that window and ya
know, give these kids, or a lot of them, we do a lot of athletes biographies um, and they
don’t think that athletes have buy in to education, until they read like Lebron James or
it’s a collection of essays from Steph Curry or tennis player, one of the tennis players,
um, so that, so that really does, so in going through all of this over the summer, I got to
pull more books in
R: yea, yea
P: and um, I um, I did get to say to myself, ok I’m on a good path.
R: Good. Did you, any of the books you read over the summer that you are actually going
to use in class?
P: Um ,I’m trying to think, yes, I have to put in an order for Clap When you Land, by
Elizabeth Acevedo,
R: really, I don’t know her.
P: because I have the Poet X so I will probably, so I think this year J- and I are going to
try and pull in like do author bundles, do more than just one title by, by an author so they
are all coming out with Nic Stone just came out with Grown.
R: She’s got a lot.
P: Yea, and that was really good.
R: uh huh
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P: Um yea, so yea I did like that. That was, that’s always my homework in the summer is
to pull and find things for our students.
R: How do you feel like, what, like what’s your comfort level with selecting multicultural
literature. I think you’ve talked a little bit about you’ve been doing this for a while, so
how comfortable do you feel and do you feel like your comfort level has changed now
that you’ve read even more books?
P: um, I guess I would say I am pretty comfortable because again, in a smaller setting ,
there is less confrontation, I think um and by the time where the student gets to the point
where they are picking out a book and I’m recommending it, I’m always coming from “I
don’t know this experience but I appreciated what I read and I’ve always will always say
that and um, I will start with that because I know that some of these stories are riveting
because I’ve not had that experience um so I think I’m pretty comfortable.
R: Um, do you think there is something that could be done that would make you even
more comfortable or maybe comfortable to do this in like a larger group setting?
P: I guess sometimes I feel like I should go back to school just like what you did. Go get
another degree in multicultural literature. I feel like that, like I don’t have that kind of
pedagogy behind it. It’s it’s more passion and experience than than skill.
R: Ya know and what’s a shame is there’s not really that magic bullet either. I’ve taken
all of these multicultural lit classes and part of it is like read a lot,
P: Right
R: figure out what the books are and figure out how to be comfortable enough with
yourself to talk about them. Right cause I think that’s part of it too, right cause when you
were saying you can appreciate the experience, I don’t think people can always get to that
place where they articulate that right, so then like, they are trying to pull in books but
they don’t know how to do it without making it messy.
P: yea
R: yea
P: Cause even I know I like gravitate, I gravitate to John Greene but now that I’ve read
Elizabeth Acevedo
R: yea
P: I’m it’s all inner city, it’s all urban, um, but it’s just fascinating.
R: yea
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P: yea so I think having that open mind
R: yea
P: and that desire to make sure your student is seen cause tha’st always what I think good
teaching is about.
R: yea
P: and like that’s my struggle with the Pearl, do they really see themselves in that, ya
know, I don’t, so how do we do that, so
R: How do you think kids react like to the Pearl vs like when you are going to bring
Acevedo’s book in? Have you seen a difference?
P:um, well it’s different, like I would love to bring that in. I know that J- that and I are
going to talk about that this year about bringing something like that in to marry it with the
Pearl so they can see, see the difference. Um, In this class when we have we have books,
that have not been returned, so we know they are winners. Um and uh, That one, the Poet
X has not been returned prior to quarantine. We’ll never see it again. So we’ll order that.
Tears of a Tiger, that’s another one that we buy two every year because at least two
people will read it and it’ll never be returned so I know that when we through that out
there when we put that out there, it’s well received.
R: when you were reading the books over the summer and using the rubric, was it
helpful? Was it not helpful? Did you think it matched up to the books that you thought
were great? Did you feel like they got a great score too?
P: I think they did. I think the rubric kind of aligned with what I try to look at, like I see
the main character, can I picture the student that I know either in the past or present that
would say oh, I agree or disagree with what he or she is doing. Um, I think the only think
I had a hard time struggling with was like evaluating the setting because that’s a very
judgmental thing. I don’t have, I feel like I don’t have experience saying that setting was
truly stereotypical and sometimes you have to have a stereotype to pull out the theme or
um, the message that the writer is giving so that was the only one that I struggled with.
R: It was hard too to think about authenticity right so like if I’ve not lived there, is this
like my stereotypical belief about how authentic the setting and ya know, experiences or
is it real. Yea, I felt the same way, I tried to do a few books I was reading.
P: Yea, like even with Grown I think that’s Nikki Stone, even with she, so she so the
story is loosely based off of the singer in Chicago one of the up and coming singers and
they would kinda kidnap them. So the story was fascinating but as we, as I read and got
into it, I the like the mom or adult in me was like like, this is creepy but it was
appropriate for the story. Not necessarily something I would like want to read.
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R: Yea, that’s hard too. I also tried to think about like would the rubric get like if you
scored the Pearl on that rubric, would it work for that too right. Cause I think one of the
arguments some folks have hard is like are we only evaluating multicultural literature
using this rubric or can any good work be evaluated and can you say does it feel like an
authentic setting, does it feel like and I just don’t know, I don’t know if you took the
Pearl, how would it match up on that rubric? I don’t know.
P: I don’t know. Well the problem with the Pearl and with all of this and even with
reading young adult literature for your project, um, when I read the Pearl, I wince
because the oppression is so blatant and it’s from so long ago and here we are teaching
oppression. And I think, ya know, like maybe, this essay on My English by Julia Alvarez
would be far more effective to get buy in from these kids or even Trevor Noah which we
are now bringing in.
R: Oh yea.
P: I think. Charlie said that. So we are starting to get some more some contemporary
pieces. That are going to work with that. But yea, I don’t know that the Pearl would fly.
R: Well and I think that’s what’s hard. Then why do we hold onto it? Right, like are we
convinced that like, I think some of it’s that we’re convinced we have to teach the
classics and like, but could you find like, if you’re teaching characterization, could you
find a book that’s just as strong with characterization but is compelling? I don’t, I think
so.
P: Yea, but you need time. Like strip away To Kill a Mockingbird, which is timeless, in
spite of everything and, what, like, you need to, I think you need to look at the author’s
craft too. Harper Lee was a gifted writer so you’re losing that, but like and what are you
substituting for it.
R: That’s true.
P: But it would be great to pair that with Just Mercy and do a parallel study or look at The
Other Wes Moore from just what we read in the summer, like teach both beginning to
end and do that, that analytical piece.
R: Yea
P: Again, that requires the district to give teachers time to research um, to like formulate
those lessons and not just like 20 minutes, like a day, like a day every week for months,
that’s the hardship, I think
R: Well and that’s like, there’s like 3 big things that’s they’ve said why don’t we use
multicultural literature if we are sitting here agreeing that it’s better and some of it is like,
I don’t know what book to pick, so the goal was will the rubric help us pick a book.
Maybe, even if it does, turning that into an action that like changes your curriculum
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P: right
R: it’s hours, it’s like weeks right
P: And that’s the other thing, there’s certain words you cannot have a book to put in a
classroom, so like, the Poet X, um, that mother is extremely religious and uses it almost
in a somewhat abusive way with her daughter, and it’s I mean it’s beautifully articulated
in the story, you know that this is the driving force for the character, but um, is somebody
going to be upset.
R: Right
P: When it’s presented in the classroom.
R: Right
P: But I think that’s the line in multicultural literature.
R: Sure
P: They have these experiences that are not pretty.
R: Sure
P: I mean even Brown Girl Dreaming, that I would love to bring in, um, the just the
scenes that happen in there are not appropriate for a classroom so,
R: right, right
P: either that bar has to come down to bring them in or like
R: or like the bar has to change for what society, or like, that’s like a whole other
ginormous problem (laughs) right cause like what are we actually teaching. Lived
experiences for some of our kids and we’re like nevermind, this is too scandalous for
school
P:right
R: what are we teaching them about their lives?
P: Right. Yea.
R: Messy
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P: It is messy. But again, any kind of change like that requires time and I think an
element of trust with the teachers too. People will spend their summers reading
(inaudible…) to see what can match up with what we currently have
R: yea
P: Like even um, so C- and I read Pride by Ibi Zaboi ,her too.
R: Ohhh…. I read a different on by her over the summer.
P: I want to bring American Street into freshman lit with Romeo and Juliet. I think it
would be a great comparison um, and she did Pride and that’s a retelling of Pride and
Prejudice and she nailed Austen’s story, but the reading level is not high and that’s ok,
but you still have all of the same themes and motifs and characterization and it’s
beautifully done.
R: Yea
P: So ,um but it’s not Jane Austen so you don’t have that reading level but you definitely
have the depth of character.
R: right
P: so it is a trade off.
R: I think it’s like an important distinction though right because I do think that’s part of
what the fight is, right is that we’re going to trade out this really sophisticated language
for Jason Reynolds who uses such plain writing, what you’re reading is what’s happening
P: Right
R: and how do you do both? But I think your idea of pairing is like a
P: I think it has to become comparative
R: yea
P: I’ve always wanted to teach an elective where you take a nonfiction and compare it
with a fiction and look at how the truth becomes and vis a versa or have a content area
teacher come in and like Jenn Alvarado to teach um, what is it, there’s an author that does
a lot of nonfiction on death and dying, and pair that with a fiction piece and I would teach
the fiction and she would teach or coteach but we don’t have that structure because we
are bound by the program
R: yea
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P: So,
R: to the detriment and I don’t know how you fix it but to the detriment of what like we
could be doing right
P: Yea
R: Yea, that’s crazy. Well thank you, I love talking about books anyway, but I’m like ya
know.

Interview Questions for Anna
R=researcher
P=participant
• What is your experience teaching reading?
6th year English teacher, 2nd year here and 4 at B-, vo tech
Lower level readers, different non cannon books. Reading more traditional curriculum.
Not all college bound, so the purpose was different.
• Have you received any training around multicultural literature?
No. In college? Multicultural vs young adolescent lit.
Did a lot with YA in college and were kind of slowly bringing in more diverse text.
Would imagine it’s very different today. Were starting to get there. Push to mix in some
YA with traditional cannon.
•

Can you discuss your rationale used when choosing literature to read in your
class?
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Discussion based- can students relate, can have conversations, bring meaning out of it
and to it. Those are the books she tries to choose. Summer reading- concern. About
independent reading vs experience together.
•

How has the present study impacted your viewpoint on the books you are
currently teaching in your courses?
Always known if we could implement more YA, selfishly always felt that. Gave her a
chance to read YA books. There is value to them. Def see value in traditional text.
More text pairings with more modern lit, could talk about them together.
•

How has the present study impacted your current class syllabus or list of
material to use in your classes?
One she read a few years ago- The Sun is also a star- checks so many boxes. Can talk
about literary devices, lots of character types. LGBTQ, so current. Would require
paperwork and time to get it in the classroom. Would need to shift to YA, but we aren’t.
•

If you have not updated your reading list/ materials for this year, why not?
What are the obstacles you see in doing so?
Cannot replace cannon, but could be supplemental.
• How would the books you teach now stack up on the rubric?
American lit is hard- wouldn’t stack up too well, because it’s kind of focus on bringing in
more women. Freshman and junior curriculums too. Male dominated.
Rubric?
Needed more- subject matter may have been important- authenticity about what? May
need it to be longer. Score 1-3. Needed more of a spectrum-- 1 to 5, how true was this?
• How will the reading you completed impact your teaching this year?
Always been in favor of bringing in more texts. Even just to read the YA multicultural
books. More time to do that and bring in more. So many students don’t like to read. So
much value and conversations with students and give a chance to fall in love in readingYA, multicultural, showing books beyond what we teach.
•

What is your comfort level with selecting Multicultural literature? How has
this comfort level changed throughout the study?
5/6 on a 10 scale. Would definitely want to talk with some other people, also just from
her point of view from someone who is new, a risk, but in terms of bringing it in, have
experience. Would be new, there’s not a lot- starting to bring in those texts, but it’s also
a very under studied area. Would be kind of new waters.
•

What would you want or need to make you even more comfortable when
selecting multicultural literature? What supports would you want in place?
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A little more experience, maybe not being the first one to do it, second or third, wouldn’t
want to be leading it. But see it as she hopes maybe in the future. There’s so much
value. Would be fun texts to teach.

Comparing experiences before for teaching and now- big difference, love the literature,
the heart of it. But also, I miss the ya texts as well. Some kind of universe where we
bring both together. Also, still new, still learning the curriculum. Don’t know where the
issues are.

When the recording starts, there is a conversation between the interviewer and R about
guided reading at the Interviewer’s previous school.
The questions begin at 1:07
R: I’m going to hopefully hear a little of your perspective of like
P: right
R: what did you notice by doing the study, was it helpful, ya know, what are your
thoughts on multicultural literature and then does it align with what the larger group said
in there surveys about was this useful, did we use the rubric, did it actually help select
books and like,
P: right
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R: ya know, unclear, right, I think and I think, I think it’s hard because there’s a benefit to
a rubric but I think we’re also gonna like discuss that there are other things about It that
are also not as exciting, which I think is hard too. How do you quantify literature, but
also not even literature, because I think we’ve figured out ways kind of to do that, but
like what else goes into somebody saying “yes, I am going to teach All American Boys
where there’s like a male black character shot.”
P: It’s like the summer reading I mean, every year we did those composition books for
summer reading books and it’s a hard, last year was my first one and I was like oh this
will be easy and I was like all of a sudden it was not as easy.
R: agree. And I think that’s like, yea, it’s a lot , it is, it’s a lot. So I have like kinda 10
question to go through and then if we like talk about other things, that’s also fine too. So
first, what is your experience teaching reading or teaching in general?
P: Ummm… This is my sixth year as an English teacher, my second year in Cinnaminson
and I taught four years at BCIT Medford ah, the vo-tech school, and that was more like
there’s, I will say there is a difference between what I teach here and what I taught there.
R: Tell me about that. What’s different about it?
P: Um, so a lot of my readers there, like I was teaching sophomores there and I’m
teaching sophomores here, but the literature that we were using, is definitely more short
stories, um, less, like less Canonical literature, like it was more, I was teaching Night,
um, but I was also teaching Night to sophomores as opposed to middle school. So, a lot
of my readers there were lower level, um, whereas here, it’s there’s there’s like a faster
pace, um, the levels are higher and we are reading more traditional curriculum. Um,
trying to think of what else…
R: Why do you think it’s different? Why do you think the books are different?
P: I think the population is different. I think like here, there’s I mean, I think there’s
definitely more a traditional school, the expectations is college, so we’re using literature,
where’s using our classes to prepare you for college whereas I think there as a vo tech
school, I mean college was not really, um, in the future for a lot of them. A lot of them
wanted to go pursue their trades so this just kind of helping them increase their levels but
without the I don’t want say rigor, but without the necessity and kind of the expectation
of college.
R: Yea, Sure
P: So I think a lot of it was a different population. Students were students who went there
were going for their trade, were going, I mean there typically they’re students who didn’t
enjoy school um, they were going because they knew that they could do something more
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hands on and that was a viable option for them and they loved it because it was a viable
option. Um, as a teacher, I like teaching the literature a little bit.
R: Yeah, I hear that.

Have you received any training around multicultural literature?

P: No.
R: In college, were there courses, where they touched on it?
P: Well, actually, I don’t know if it was multicultural or if it was more YA, Young
Adolescent, Um.. I’m trying to think now that you said that. We did a lot of YA in
college and I think we were kind of slowly bringing in more diverse texts
R: Yea
P: but I think like I imagine it’s very different today. Um, like 6 years removed, but we
were starting to get there.
R: Ok
P: I just don’t t know that we were calling it I don’t feel like multicultural was the term
we were using,
R: Yea, that makes sense.
P: But it was definitely, at least in my program, there was a push to maybe go a little bit
more YA bringing in and mixing that with the traditional texts of the canon, but bringing
in the books that they can see themselves in.
R: So if you’re choosing literature either for your class that you’re like advocating to
change a book or summer reading, what’s kind of the rationale you would use to kind of
use to determine what book to use?
P: Um, I think a lot of it would be discussion based. I mean if the students can relate to it
in some capacity, where we can talk about it, and have those conversations, and bring
meaning out of it and also bring meaning to it, I think, like a reciprocal relationship I
think those are the books that I would try and choose. Summer reading there is one of the
books, I didn’t want them to read it over the summer because that meant they would be
reading it independently and I, I wanted to have those conversations with them and
experience that reading with them um that I just felt like if they read it by themselves
they would kind of miss some of those conversations, those lessons, the value of the
book.
R: Yea, sure. Makes sense. Do you feel like in doing this study and seeing the rubric and
reading some of the multicultural literature, it impacted you in any way in thinking about
the books that you currently teach?
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P: Um, I think I’ve always known I could implement more YA, I think selfishly, I’ve
always felt that so the study gave me the chance to read additional YA books, and I think
that there is so much value with them or value to them and I think, I mean I definitely see
the value in traditional texts, but I think if we did more pairings that kind of brought in
more modern day YA multicultural text, I think we could talk about them together, bring
all those books and have a conversation amongst the texts, um, selfishly yes, like I really
enjoyed the study, it gave me a chance to read Angie Thomas, Jason Reynolds, um, and I
think, I would love to bring them to the classroom.
R: So, what, what, how does that work? If there was one, Is there one that you found that
you would be willing to say let’s do it and then what does that process look like?
P: Um, there was one I read a few years ago, um, oh my God, mind if I look for it real
quick, it’s Nicole Yoon, blanking on it, it’s the book, for years I’ve said I wanted to teach
it. I’m embarrassed I can’t think of it.
R: No, you’re fine.
P: I’m drPing a blank. Um, The Sun is Also a Star by Nicole Yoon. It hits so many, I
feel like it checks so many boxes, I mea talk about the literary devices in it, but it’s also
representative of so many different character types, I mean we have um, several different
cultures represented, um, LGBTQ I believe was in it, um I mean it was a good story but
it also brought so much, it’s so current because the, it’s been a while since I read it, but
um, the one child is here but being deported from the country, and so she has these
friends, she’s growing up in I think New York, so this diverse environment she’s living in
and the challenges and struggles and it, I don’t know, I feel like this should be taught,
there’s so many conversations that could come of it, but also talking about the literary
devices, author’s choice, author’s purpose, um. In terms of bringing it into the
classroom, I think it would require a like a lot of paperwork and time, um, and more like I
think we would have to shift a little bit more to YA, right now, I don’t think we are so I
don’t think we’re quite there yet, um, but that for years has been a text that I would love
to teach. I mean cause I keep going back, I haven’t taught Night for years, I mean it’s a
contemporary text that the kids would but like we were able to do everything from a
literature standpoint achieve all the standards but the same time, have those conversations
and, and the students fell in love with it. It’s a tragic story but it’s also a human story and
we were able to have some really good conversations. So I think there is value in YA
and multicultural text. I mean, selfishly, I wish there was more of it.
R: So do you think the reasons we aren’t using it now are like, the time piece, the
paperwork piece, is it a different thing?
P: I think it’s paperwork but I also wonder how much of it is if the expectation is going to
college, if maybe the rigor isn’t there. Um, I mean I don’t know how many students go
to college and talk about the YA text they read as like a traditional text, like I could see
that as a supplemental, but I don’t know how many I wrote a research paper on um,
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Angie Thomas’s The Hate U Give, Like there’s just not enough research out there to
build those research skills. So I think it almost I think it would have to be like a
supplemental like do the traditional, like bring in some supplemental YA multicultural
and kind of do like a balanced relationship.
R: Yea,Do you think that the books you teach now, right, would, how would they stack
up on the rubric? Like would it work for not multicultural lit?
P: Um, you see, American Literature, (laughs) American Literature is hard because it is
very, I don’t think that it would stack up too well on the rubric because it’s kind of a
focus on, like there, I’ve tried especially with Harlem Renaissance, I’ve tried to bring
more women in because American Literature is so dominated by men, um, so yes,
American Literature I don’t think would stack up well. Um, but I don’t know. I mean the
freshman and the junior curriculum too, are kind of a lot of them are male dominated now
that I think about it too, so I don’t, yes, so I don’t think too much of our, I don’t think it
would do too well on a rubric.
R: What do you think of rubric? Do you feel like it was helpful? Did you think there
was something missing from it that you wish it had?
P: Um, I felt like it needed more. Um, I’m just pulling it up.
R: You’re good.
P: Um, one of them was theme, one of the questions was theme,
R: authenticity
P: authenticity, setting, characters, I think like the subject matter may have been
important to know um, like just because I’m coming from a place of authenticity writing
it, what am I writing about,
R: yea, yea
P: um, Was dialogue one of them or no?
R: Hold on, let me pull it up.
P: It may have been, it may have been.. but it was a little bit different than I think how I
would have.
R: So authority, and then characterization, citation, setting, style, theme. Style talks
about dialogue.
P: I think subject matter, yes, for sure. Like what is it they’re writing about. Um, I’m
trying to think of what else. I feel like there was something else that I needed on that
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rubric. Um. Cause I remember, I went to fill out the first one and I was like, wait this is
it? These are all the questions?
R: yea, sure yea
P: um, And I think was it like 1,2,3…
R: yea
P: I think I almost needed a little bit more. It was either yes or It was almost like a yes or
no. And I think I needed, I would have felt better if I could rank it. Like on a scale of 15, how true to the culture was this as opposed to was this written by a person. I think that
may have been, because I was literally going by the word, and kind of ranking it, and I
think, but I also intentionally chose like like my Jason Reynolds, my Angie Thomas.
R: Um, but I think there’s plenty of people who would make an argument that Jason
Reynolds should be included right
P: oh for sure
R: so I think like that is a valid.
P: So I think yes. So I think like putting it on a sliding scale would have been helpful.
R: what’s interesting right is that this rubric was the only one I found that had a three
point rubric. Everyone else had two points. It was either yes or no and there was no
middle. Right and so to have this one, I was like this feels much better for the exact
reason you’re saying.
P: Yes
R: Because when you’re looking at authenticity, I don’t think there’s only a world where
like I wrote about people who look like me, I didn’t, the end ,right. We have so many
people who have like done the research and immersed themselves in the culture to at least
get to this middle place and there were no other rubrics that were validating that that
could exist. Right That you could not be from the community or the group you are
writing about and you could still construct a well-crafted story that represents people
appropriately.
P: but then I guess that sh- I guess we are behind the times then. I mean rubrics like that
don’t exist.
R: Right, so that was me. I was like that’s a yes or a no. At least this one felt like there’s
something in between.
P: yes.
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R: Right, yea, yea.. yea.. and some places also, many rubrics just are open ended
questions so they’re not really actually scoring rubrics and it’s like then how do you
determine if it’s good enough. Like are there certain things that matter more? You can
probably debate that there are, right, but ya know.
P: wow. Well, we need to create one.
R: For real. It could be a thing. Do you feel like the study you were doing, the reading
you were doing impacted your teaching in any way for this year or your mindset about
reading or curriculum in general?
P: Ummm, I think I’ve always been in favor of bringing in more texts. This kind of just
solidified that even more. The I mean and and even just I like to read so many of the YA
books like cultural books so that I can talk about them with students. If you’re looking
for a read book to read independently and I just wish there was more time to do that and
bring in because I think so many students at the high school level they just don’t like to
read because they stopped liking books and it all goes back to you just haven’t found the
right book. Yea, and sometimes all it takes is one book to bring you back into reading.
And I think, I mean this just solidified how how could you not love Angie Thomas and
Jason Reynolds. I mean they are talking about things that are so relatable, and even me, I
mean, from a different culture, I still love Angie Thomas’s On the Come Up. Um.. And
there’s so much ( I don’t know) there’s so much value there and I would love to have
this conversation with students and give them a chance to to fall back in love with
reading and I think that’s how you do it through YA multicultural showing them books
beyond the books that we teach just in the classroom, the traditional texts.
R: What do you feel like your comfort level is with selecting multicultural literature?
Like if they said you had to pick a book now for the curriculum, how comfortable are
you?
P: Um, I think I’m like (laugh), on a 1-10, I think I’m like a 5 or 6. I would definitely
want to talk about it with some other people. Um.. I think also just like from my point of
view now, as like someone who’s still new, still kind of learning, I have like like a risk.
R: Oh yea
P: Ummm. (laughing) but I think in terms of bringing some of those books, I’ve read a lot
of them, I think I have experience, I mean, it would be new teaching and there’s not, I
mean, I don’t know, I feel like I’m part of a couple teacher groups across the nation and
they’re starting to bring in those texts, there are starting to be resources, but it’s also a
very under studied area so it would be kind of new waters for sure.
R:So what do you think gets you from a 5-6 to a 9-10?
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P: Um, I think a little bit more experience. Um, maybe not being the first one to do it
(laughs)… like the second or third. Then I wouldn’t be leading it per se. But I think I see
it maybe in the future. Um, there’s so much value to them and I think it would be fun,
selfishly I think it would be fun.
R: Yea, Cool. Those are kind of all the questions I had. Anything else that this made you
think of that you want to talk about.
P: Um, I don’t think so. I mean I think, I’m just comparing my experiences before and
what I was teaching before , um, there is a big difference. As an English teacher, I love
what I’m teaching, the literature and like the heart of it, but I also I miss like the YA text
as well so some kind of, I don’t know, universe where we bring both together and they
kind of work in harmony. Umm… I don’t know and I think also just because I’m still
new, I’m still learning the curriculum so I haven’t really taught all of the curriculum yet
to know maybe where some issues are. I mean, I hope this has been helpful.
End at 24:10.
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APPENDIX F: BOOK LISTS FOR PEPPERCORN HIGH SCHOOL 2019-2022
2019-2020
1984 by George Orwell
Angela’s Ashes by Frank McCourt
Animal Farm by George Orwell
Beowulf by Anonymous
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas by John Boyne
Buzzkill by Beth Fantaskey
Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer
Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger
Children of Blood and Bone (1st chapter only) by Tomi Adeyemi
The Crucible by Arthur Miller
Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller
Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury
Frankenstein by Mary Shelley
Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald
Gulliver’s Travels by Jonathan Swift
Hamlet by Shakespeare
The Hate you Give by Angie Thomas
Julius Caesarby Shakespeare
Lord of the Flies by William Golding
Macbeth by Shakespeare
Night by Elie Wiesel
Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
Othello by Shakespeare
The Pearl by John Steinbeck
Romeo and Juliet by Shakespeare
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
Schindler’s List by Thomas Keneally
Shootout by Ryan Busse
Siddhartha by Herman Hess
Their Eyes were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston
The Things they Carried by Tim O’Brien
To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
We Were Liars by E. Lockhart
2020-2021
All American Boys by Jason Reynolds and Brendan Kiely
Animal Farm by George Orwell
Beowulf by Anonymous
Big Mouth and Ugly Girl by Joyce Carol Oates
Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer
The Crucible by Arthur Miller
Dear Martin by Nic Stone
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Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller
Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury
Fever 1793 by Laurie Halse Anderson
Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald
Hamlet by Shakespeare
Kindred by Octavia E. Butler
Lord of the Flies by William Golding
Macbeth by Shakespeare
Othello by Shakespeare
Passing by Nella Larsen
The Pearl by John Steinbeck
Romeo and Juliet by Shakespeare
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
Siddhartha by Herman Hess
Stamped by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi
Their Eyes were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston
Twisted by Stephen Mearns
2021-2022
All American Boys by Jason Reynolds and Brendan Kiely
Animal Farm by George Orwell
Beowulf by Anonymous
Breaker Boys by Pat Hughes
Buzzkill by Beth Fantaskey
Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer
The Crucible by Arthur Miller
Dear Martin by Nic Stone
Hamlet by Shakespeare
Kindred by Octavia E. Butler
King Lear by Shakespeare
Macbeth by Shakespeare
Malcolm X as told by Alex Haley
Othello by Shakespeare
The Pearl by John Steinbeck
Romeo and Juliet by Shakespeare
The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne
Stamped by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi
The Things they Carried by Tim O’Brien
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APPENDIX G: RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. To what extent does the use of a rubric for evaluating the strength of multicultural
books allow teachers to feel more comfortable when selecting culturally relevant texts?

2. To what extent does the use of a rubric for evaluating multicultural literature increase
the use of MCL included in secondary school classrooms?
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